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Dear Reader:

Here is a story to make Christopher Durang blush: The daughter of a Pope has

one buttocks cut out by an Imam; a German princess becomes a concubine and

splits her time between a Catholic Inquisitor and Portugal Jew; men one-quarter

monkey marry beautiful girls in South America; a whole town sings “A Mighty

Fortress is Our God” to the whipping of a young man; a famous philosopher

catches the clap while practicing his metaphysics and loses half his face; fratricide;

public executions; resurrections—and there’s plenty more in this comedy.

CANDIDE is among the most fantastic works of literature, yet truly little known.

What the public’s been missing! This play—in rhymed couplets—brings the story

to a wide audience. It requires no set and the simplest of props and costumes.

A production of this play recently sold out in Washington, D.C.; it received rave

reviews and was “Helen Hayes Recommended.” Another production was done in

Brooklyn where the only set pieces were two trunks on wheels—which became

boats, sleds, tables, carts—everything needed for the show. It was a huge hit

and audiences returned to see the play. Laughs shook the house. Theatre

intelligencia felt they’d been to a dependable evening of classical theatre,

and everyone else just had a ball.

This play is written for nine actors—or more. It could be done with fewer actors,

but that would call on courageous directorial resources. There is an open-source

attitude between playwright and director. The director will assign roles depending

upon actors’ capabilities and have them go play. At the end of this script is a

breakdown of roles for each scene.

The play starts as a standup, then leaps into a cinematic explosion. Good lighting

and fast entrances are key. In this classic, given new life, happy travels—

TJ Edwards
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Optimism! Or Voltaire’s Candide
by TJ Edwards

Actor Welcome, friends! We beg your indulgence
Lend us your ears and we promise repugnance
Will sprawl to every corner of our lowly stage
As we tell a tale from an ancient age

More than 200 years have passed since a Frenchman
—a Frog to you who loathe and resent them—
Penned a book with the sub-title “Optimism”
Which is said to act as humanity’s prism

Now wait—stop—I know what you’re saying:
This guy on stage, why all his braying?
This isn’t Candide by Lenny Bernstein ( stine )

Oh, I love that music, puts me right on could nine!

No! Folks! Lenny didn’t grasp Candide at all
And after our show, you’ll feel appall
For that saccharine meringue, that candy soufflé
What you’re in for now is the real play

Yes, the real Candide, that’s why you’re here
Unless your wife brought you and to escape her leer
You figured a good nap in one of our theatres
Is better than that chilly stare of hers:
brrrrrrr

A brief aside, I think, might be fitting
Which applies to Candide, though perhaps unwitting
A week ago we were visited by Homeland Security
They accused this theatre of a treacherous perfidy
They said the Latino who serves drinks at our bar
Was an illegal immigrant—and drove him off in a squad car!
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There we got a lesson in cause-and-effect
And if you think that’s the theme of Candide, you’re correct!
This leads to that, and that leads to this
In Candide’s case, it begins with a kiss

As for this theatre, the lesson was clear
In cause-and-effect, and here it is, right here:
If you’re ever looking for a new barista
For godsake don’t hire a former Sandanista

But back to our play, the tawdry Candide
For there’s one more thing I have to concede:
Voltaire—that magnificent philosopher from France—
Wrote his book in a hurry, with ants in his pants
Thirty brief chapters and so fast-moving
Vulgar, jarring—anything but soothing

So that’s how we’ll seize on his literary feast
We’ll attack the stage like an angry beast
With dispatch and haste, and cinematic action
And we modestly hope your congratulatory reaction
Will have you on your feet when the evening ends
For it’s on your pleasure that an actor depends

So here we are folks, the first of thirty scenes
Meet the youth named Candide, now in his late-teens

Oh, but one final couplet to end the suspense
It’s time to lift off! Let the show commence!
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ACTOR Chapter 1 How Candide was brought up in a magnificent
   Castle and how he was expelled from the same

BARON Nephew, Candide!

CANDIDE On my way there, Highness!

BARON That’s Barron to you!

CANDIDE  Oh, yes, sir, yes, yes!

BARON Come here, nephew, and stand by my side

CANDIDE Your orders, uncle, I shall ever abide

BARON First, I want to talk about my daughter
For countless boys have fervently sought her
Affections

CANDIDE                 That’s no surprise, liege

BARON She’s now seventeen and under siege
By suitors from every part of Westphalia
You know what they have in mind?

CANDIDE Saturnalia?

BARON Correct!

CANDIDE The reason, sir, I suspect
Is because she’s so nubile and tempting

BARON That’s exactly why I’ve been dissenting
Every male who makes a carnal advance
All they want is to get in her pants
Oops! Forgive me, I meant to say bloomers
Have you seen that?

CANDIDE Well, I’ve heard the rumors

BARON Nephew, your job’s to keep an eye on her
Can you do that?
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CANDIDE Why, it’d be a pleasure!

BARON For until a royal prince comes calling
I’ll let her weep and go on bawling
Night and day. See. Look, there Cunigone goes

CANDIDE She’s beautiful, sir

BARON    Yes, pretty as a rose

CANDIDE It’s easy to see why men would kiss her

BARON Next: since you’re the son of my deceased sister
My blood has me bound to make you a man
And to that end I’ll now do what I can
Pangloss!

PANGLOSS Yes, boss!

BARON I present the Doctor of your education

PANGLOSS There’s no need to bow, forego prostration

BARON I’ll be with my son, sitting on the throne

PANGLOSS I’ll tutor this boy, liege, in all that’s unknown
( eyeing the boy ) Okay, kid, I can tell you’re excited
For even I, in my presence, am thoroughly delighted

CANDIDE I am, sir. But what is it I should call you?

PANGLOSS Where ‘ere I go there’s one hullabaloo
I am Pangloss—The Doctor—The Oracle
And while under my wing you’ll embrace the full
And fantastic philosophic load
I’ll go right to the core of my metaphysic code
I’ve devised a philosophy not one bit sadistic,
At all misanthropic, or in any way antagonistic

CANDIDE And what’s that?

PANGLOSS The philosophy of the Optimistic!

CANDIDE Exciting, sir, can you define it?
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PANGLOSS Sure can, boy, for I’ve divined it
(carefully)  For every effect . . . there is a cause
This is one of the two universal laws
By which we all live. The other law, I say with zest,
Is that all things—always—end for the best

CANDIDE Always?

PANGLOSS            Yes

CANDIDE But what if something awful takes place?

PANGLOSS That’s not bad at all, son, it’s God’s good grace

CANDIDE But what if I fall and something gets broke?

PANGLOSS The Optimist knows that’s good fortune’s stroke
This world is the best of all possible
It’s true, though seemingly not at all plausible
Things always are—and end—for the best
To that end let me give you your first test
Tell me, lad, the reason we have noses?

CANDIDE To smell?

PANGLOSS That’s what everyone supposes
But a nose was made to hold up your specs
Follow me, boy, this isn’t complex
So if a nose is the cause, what is the end?
Spectacles! Upon a nose spectacles depend!
Good. Next. Let’s move on to breeches
Your wise professor here now beseeches
You to tell him the reason we have pants

CANDIDE Because our legs are bare, by any chance?

PANGLOSS Yes! See, our lower limbs were uncovered
And when we learned that, pants were discovered

CANDIDE May I, optimistically, sir, pose a query?
Something specific and not merely theory?

PANGLOSS Shoot
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CANDIDE     If there’s a girl—any girl—let’s say
Who’s kissable—?

PANGLOSS   Then you must kiss her and today!
Lips were intended to receive a kiss
It’s a means to an end to provide you bliss

CANDIDE Don’t you tutor the young Cunegonde, sir?      ( kune—i—gahnd )

PANGLOSS The Baron’s sweet daughter? I give lessons to her

CANDIDE And of cause and effect, to you she’s listened?

PANGLOSS Since the age of five, that girl’s been christened
In my weighty, metaphysic belief

CANDIDE My, how I find that quite a relief

PANGLOSS Here she comes now, lad, by luck, our way

CANDIDE You want me to leave, sir?

PANGLOSS                  No: stay, son, stay

CUNEGON Doctor, pardon, something’s troubling my mind
But to interrupt you, I am not inclined

PANGLOSS It’s fine, I’m your tutor, mon petite cutie

CUNEGON Candide, you’re here. A boy of such beauty

CANDIDE Hi

PANGLOSS You have a question, young Cunegonde?
I know all there is, I’m prepared to respond

CUNEGON So I went to the park for a walk yesterday
And in the bushes I saw a girl lay
On her back. It was our servant, that brunette?
I think you know her, the pretty Paquette?
Our domestic loudly began to moan
With you, Doctor Pangloss, for she wasn’t alone
You kissed her and, while in the bushes,
What I soon saw was both of your tushes
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PANGLOSS Hm.

CUNEGON Was that an example of cause and effect?
As you squeezed and cuddled and huddled and necked?

PANGLOSS Dear, what I was doing was not obscene
Though I can’t discuss it, you’re far too green
But I’d a cause for that lady-in-waiting

CUNEGON And the effect, I’ll guess, was your constant gyrating?

PANGLOSS Time to go. First lesson over, Monsieur Candide
Apply what I’ve taught and you’ll surely succeed ( exits )

CUNEGON So. Here we are, cousin. Together at last
I’ve not see you in five years. You’ve grown fast

CANDIDE And you. You are really a woman now
And beautiful, too

CUNEGON     You think so?

CANDIDE And how
So you’re been studying cause and effect?

CUNEGON Since I was five, but how could I expect
It had applications so varied
Oh, a question: are you married?

CANDIDE Not yet.

CUNEGON Goodness, isn’t that a relief?
Oh, look. Look there. I’ve dropped handkerchief

CANDIDE I’ll get it. Here. and put it in your hand
And what I’m feeling I can’t understand
But surely it’d meet Pangloss’ approval
May I kiss you?

CUNEGON No! It’d mean your removal
From Westphalia! It’s pure trouble if we got caught
A royal marriage is what daddy’s sought
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CANDIDE. But Pangloss would say it’s all’s for the best
We’ll put his philosophy to the test
I shall kiss you, Cunegonde, for I have cause

CUNEGON Daddy won’t like it but put those beautiful paws
Right here. Aw, what the heck, why be discreet?
Pull me closer, cousin, and let our lips meet

ACTOR So those two young souls shared a first kiss
Guileless and simple—what could be amiss?
Plenty. The Baron then entered and saw their embrace
So Cunegonde got a slap in the face
But Candide, our hero, he fared far worse
For upon his head now descended a curse
And before being led out of that town
The Baron removed his royal crown
And kicked the young lad ferociously hard
—This from a 350-pound tub o’ lard!—
Here the boy learned that love has a cost
As he entered his very own Paradise Lost

ACTOR Chapter 2 What happened to Candide among the Bulgarians

CANDIDE Now you must ask yourself, Candide
What led you to such a foolish deed?
To exchange that perfect heaven on earth
— Life in a castle, with kindness and mirth—
For the walking life of a homeless tramp
Kissing your cousin! Fool. Hey, an Army camp
Sign says: Wald-berghoff-trarbk-dikdorff

BULG 1 Lookee, mate, there. Look who’s coming forth
A boy on his way toward our inn
You think he’s all right or a little too thin?

BULG 2 Too thin? Forget it. Son, hey! Had dinner?

CANDIDE Me? I’m starving. I got so much thinner
After walking three days, a hundred-miles

BULG 2 Come eat with us here! We turn frowns to smiles!

BULG 1 But first, I have to measure you for size
To see if you’re one to win the prize
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CANDIDE Prize for?

BULG 2 I estimate you’re five-foot—

BULG 1 —Right!
Kid, guess what? You eat free tonight!

CANDIDE Wow, that’s the most incredible luck

BULG 1 Sit down we’re having rosemary duck

CANDIDE Ha! Great. I was just about to eat my shoe

BULG 2 That’s something, around us, you’ll never do
And I hope you don’t find it one bit funny
If we offer you this big bag of money?

CANDIDE Money? Really? Okay. If you insist

BULG 2 We do. Don’t take it, we’ll be downright pissed
Off

BULG 1 There. So go ahead, son. Go on, eat

BULG 2 See how lucky you were coming down our street?

CANDIDE So all is for the best, as Pangloss spoke
Food, friends, money

BULG 2        Kid, how ‘bout a smoke?

BULG 1 Hey, one question: Who is it you’re most fond?

CANDIDE Oh, that’s easy, sirs: it’s Miss Cunegonde

BULG 2 No, no. If you’re asked here where you love begins
You must say the King of the Bulgarians

CANDIDE The problem is that I don’t know him

BULG 1 Quite soon, you will, and then can show ’im
Your patriotic, martial devotion
To do that, lad, we use this motion ( shows salute )
Raise the wrist
Then give it a little twist ( Candide’s is pushed to salute )
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BULG 2 While doing that you must say one thing
“I’ve fealty for the Bulgarian King”

CANDIDE I fealty—

BULG 1 Great! You’re now Bulgaria’s defender!
You get a gun and you’ll never surrender
For your salute has you now conscripted
You’ll also be extremely uplifted
To know the time’s come to march: Ten-hut!

CANDIDE I’d love to go with you gentlemen, but—

BULG 2 Silence! It’s deadly insubordination
To speak against the Bulgarian nation
For that you get thirty whipping lashes
Or if you’d rather not those bloody gashes
I’ll give you instead, if you abstain,
One dozen bullets right through your brain

CANDIDE Um, sirs, I am not here to disagree
But I think you’re forgetting men’s wills are free
We have something called liberty, a gift from God
So let’s spoil the child and spare the rod

ACTOR Candide, just then, got his back whipped raw
And all the while his face held an awe
He wondered how he could stay an Optimist
While a flogging like that continued to persist
He started to plead to have his head smashed in
When Bulgaria’s king rode up with a grin

KING Hi! Stop. Who’s that boy?

BULG 2 My lord, an apostate

KING Then I’ll be the one to decide his fate
Son, tell me, what is your name?

CANDIDE                It’s Candide

KING Okay. Now give me a reason why you should be freed

CANDIDE Uh, sir, I’m living a certain metaphysics
It’s simple, profound—it works without tricks
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KING What’s it called?

CANDIDE Optimism

KING Let him go!

BULG 2 My Lord, no! Please tell us why you say so!

KING You can beat anyone till they’re out of life
Beat a neighbor, a child—even a wife
But when one this stupid comes along
To kill them yourself would just be plain wrong
Optimism? Spare this moron the sword
His own misfortune will be his reward

ACTOR Chapter 3 How Candide escaped from the Bulgarians
   and what became of him

( explosions )
WOMAN You, boy, what are you doing here?

Got any food? Come closer, come near

CANDIDE I have no food, lady, here in my sack
I took the rear guard, you know, since the attack

WOMAN Deserter, ha. See what’s on my bleeding breast?        ( with doll latched

My dead child. But that, I’ll bet, you already guessed to her breast )
Hey, you don’t want to go in that direction

CANDIDE Why not?

WOMAN Burned the village, no protection
Damn those men from the country Albare!

CANDIDE What if I went in that direction there?

WOMAN See what their army did to this town?
Bodies lying all over the groun’?
They did this after they’d taken our girls
—Some so young they were still in curls—
And satisfied their manly appetites
Oh, I know, a woman never has rights
Especially not before a slaughter
What about you? Ever give up a daughter?
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CANDIDE You think, maybe, that road there might be clear . . ?

WOMAN Try it! Keep up the optimistic cheer!

MAN Hey, kid, got any food?

CANDIDE Not a grain of rice

MAN Damn . . . Now lemme give you some advice
Take off that uniform and fast
Or they’ll put you in their sights and blast
You straight to hell

CANDIDE It’s all I have to wear

MAN Look, there’s something in that closet over there
Spare clothes
Take those
They made you a Bulgarian soldier, right?

CANDIDE But not by free will. They forced me to fight
I was here while the Albares invaded
So from a cadet, I was quickly upgraded ( explosion )

MAN Listen, their army’s coming at us again
And we’re sure to lose 30,000 more men
You walk in that direction for a week
The only thing that you’re to seek
Is Holland, where everyone’s a Christian and rich
Don’t die here like a son of a— ( explosion )

CANDIDE I run to Holland. Lord, my feet are sore!
I arrive within a week and stand before
A holy man preaching to a crowd

ORATOR Don’t stand in the back, son, everyone’s allowed!
‘Tis charity, friends, that’s the greatest gift
Give to your neighbor! Feel that holy uplift!
Go home and take your Bible off your shelf
And “love thy neighbor as thyself”

ALL Amen!

ORATOR All go with God’s resplendent grace
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CANDIDE Brother, you have such a beautiful face
May I sample your Christian reverence?
By asking for some food for sustenance?

ORATOR Answer this, wretch, are for the good cause?

CANDIDE  ( thinks ) Yes! I know the metaphysical laws
Connecting events and all things human
Of cause and effect—know them with acumen

ORATOR And is the Pope the Anti-Christ?

CANDIDE Not sure, friend, will that answer suffice?

ORATOR No food, maggot, and get away fast

CANDIDE Even a morsel would be a repast
Anything to show your Christian charity

ORATOR Wife! Here’s another! A real rarity!

WIFE You wait there, boy, I’ll bring you the tureen
You’ll like what we’re serving, it’s brown and green

CANDIDE What is it? A special kind of soup?

WIFE Yes! And inside’s an enormous lump of . . . (dumps pot on him)

ALL        Poop

WIFE Enjoy the piss-pot!

ORATOR        It’s all for the best!

WIFE Come back later, we’ll serve you the rest ( laugh wickedly )

JACQUES Outrageous. Such treatment to another!
How can they do that to one who’s a brother?
To a featherless, two-legged creature with a soul?

CANDIDE I not sure what you mean, sir, but I’ve a hole
Here in my tummy
Have you any food? It needn’t be yummy

JACQUES I shall fill you and guide you toward the Lord
For heaven, surely, shall be my reward
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CANDIDE Who are you, sir?

JACQUES Jacques, the Anabaptist

CANDIDE What’s that?

JACQUES A Puritan—but one who does insist
On decency toward a fellow
Let me give you this to mellow
Your distress. Bread and beer
—We all like a cold one, we’re not that austere—
And here’s money for a bath, get one tonight

CANDIDE Now I see, clearly, Pangloss was right!
All is for the best. You’ve touched my soul

JACQUES See that beggar there, the one with the bowl?
Who spits out a tooth with his every cough?
It’s time for you to hold another aloft
Give him this money, for every man’s your twin
And charity frees every soul from sin

CANDIDE Ah-men

ACTOR Chapter 4 How Candid met his old master in philosophy,
    Doctor Pangloss, and what happened

CANDIDE My you’re ugly, with that pox-rotted face
To not give you alms would be a disgrace
Here, beggar. I share my purse with you
It’s only two florin, I hope that’ll do

PANGLOSS Son . . ? Do you not recognize your brother?

CANDIDE No. no. Can it be?

PANGLOSS Said one wretch to another

CANDIDE Doctor Pangloss? My master? In this horrible state?

PANGLOSS I look like crap? And ain’t that great?
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CANDIDE Why are you not now in your castle
Wearing your mortar board with the little tassel?
And Miss Cunegonde, damsel so noble
How has she fared since I went mobile?

PANGLOSS I have bad news, son, prepare for the worse

CANDIDE Don’t tell me that something’s happened perverse?

PANGLOSS She’s dead

CANDIDE What?

PANGLOSS Dead. Dead. Y’heard what I said

CANDIDE Noooo! What kind of illness took her away?

PANGLOSS That news, son, I shan’t care to convey

CANDIDE Doctor, please, I’m begging you, speak

PANGLOSS I’m so reluctant to grant what you seek . . .
Okay, fine. That Bulgarian army invaded our land
And came to our castle with a soldierly band
And grabbed Cunegonde—but who stepped in?
Her father, the Barron, so they cudgeled him
Still, he tried to prevent their attack
And his noble reward? A knife in the back
Cunegonde’s brother received the same fate

CANDIDE And Miss Cunegonde?

PANGLOSS           Now, wait, wait . . .
She was defiled by an army of men

CANDIDE Nooo!

PANGLOSS Stop, kid—wait—for here’s what happened then:
Our lass, alive but terribly fouled,
Was cut to pieces and disemboweled
( pause ) Believe me, I know how sad this must be

CANDIDE You think it’s sad? More for you than for me!
This shows your philosophy’s only a sham!
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PANGLOSS My boy, you just failed a crucial exam!

CANDIDE How so? See your face? Pox’d, every part
Pangloss, you look like a walking human fart!

PANGLOSS My looks were not caused by the Albarean invasion
They’re the effect of another contagion

CANDIDE Effect? Another? So what was the cause?

PANGLOSS Love

CANDIDE Love? Your logic has flaws!

PANGLOSS No! Recall my tryst with that maid in the park?
Whose name was Paquette?

CANDIDE  You were naked

PANGLOSS         And stark
I was to learn that before my affair
That girl’d been frequently visited down there
By a monk. That holy man had a disease venereal
Which can be traced back in a line, serial-ly,
To Columbus’ visit to American lands

CANDIDE So all this lies at the devil’s hands

PANGLOSS But everything here is still for the best

CANDIDE You mean you’re glad you carnally acquiesced?

PANGLOSS Yes! And I’ll give you the wherefores and whys
And how the best of all worlds still applies
Columbus’ men brought diseases back to Spain
And, sure, it’s led to significant pain
In my groin, but—we got more than sores
From those North American Indian whores
Columbus also brought back chocolate. And tobacco
Those are well worth the clap, now, donchaknow

CANDIDE I will not say that your pupil agrees
But, my master, what would now most please
Is for me to find your privates a cure
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PANGLOSS How can you do that when you’re so poor?
If you don’t have money
I couldn’t get even an enema, honey
I’ll rot in my skin without a few sou
And where would I get them, ya bugger, from you?

CANDIDE I’ll ask the Anabaptist and on my knees

JACQUES Candide did that and fair Jacques . . . agrees!
He cured the pundit at his very own cost
And all the professor eventually lost
From his tryst in the bush—

PANGLOSS Was an eye and an ear
But this one still works, so I can still hear

JACQUES I’m hiring you both and sailing to Lisbon ( scene changes to ship )
While on board, they had this conversation

PANGLOSS Master, as I said, all ends for the best

JACQUES God, how I’d wish you’d give it a rest ( piloting a ship )
Man is not good, his nature’s corrupted

PANGLOSS But—

JACQUES     Stop, Pangloss! I hate being interrupted

PANGLOSS Go on

JACQUES      I’ve thought about this quite a lot
God did not give man bayonets and shot
Man made those to destroy one another
To butcher a sacred and holy brother
Twas not the Almighty who made goof
Twas Man who turned himself into a wolf

PANGLOSS Private misfortunes make the public good
See, you’ve metaphysically misunderstood
The worse life is, the more it is well

JACQUES Wha . . ?
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ACTOR Amid the debate, the trio couldn’t tell
How dark and dire the sky was growing
The wind picked up and continued blowing
They kept getting nearer the Lisbon port
But a tempest descended, which sadly did thwart
Their merchant and sailing and birthing plans
That boat never reached those Portugal lands

ACTOR Chapter 5 Storm, shipwreck, earthquake, and what happened to
   Dr. Pangloss, to Candide and the Anabaptist Jacques

ALL Ahh! Man overboard! Man overboard!          ( storm, hysteria, crashing waves )
( flapping arms, screaming )

JACQUES Help me! I’m sinking! A rope or a cord!

CANDIDE There’s none here at hand, so I’ll dive on in!

PANGLOSS You crazy, Candide? You can’t even swim!

CANDIDE But Jacques can’t die, he’s been our true friend!

PANGLOSS I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again
If he’s now to drown, it’s all for the best

CANDIDE The wave he’s riding, it just reached its crest!

PANGLOSS The sea was created for people to sink

JACQUES I’m being pulled under the briny drink!

ALL The ship’s turning over, we’re gonna capsize! ( screaming, storm )

ACTOR All plunge overboard and every man dies      ( pause )
Except Pangloss, Candide, and one brutal sailor

SAILOR Argh!

ACTOR     They float to land on a wide cabin door
And walk north to Lisbon just hoping to eat
When they arrive, they feel under their feet . . .

ACTORS Earthquake! Earthquake!     ( actors spread arms and try to stand )

The whole town starts to twist and shake
And rock and roll both hither and yon
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PANGLOSS Till the town collapses, half of Lisbon!

CANDIDE Flame and ashes cover the streets!

SAILOR Hot dog! My chance to get women and eats

CANDIDE Say, brutal sailor, where are you headed?

SAILOR To steal money, liquor and find a whore to be bedded
Argh!

CANDIDE     Look out, Pangloss, that stone’s falling down!

PANGLOSS It’s all for the best                             ( Candide pushes Pangloss and gets bonked )

CANDIDE     Great! It hit me on the crown       ( Candide collapses )

PANGLOSS That’s even better!

CANDIDE I’m dying: oil and wine . . .

PANGLOSS It’s a lecture you need, son, then you’ll be fine
In fact, that’s something that all here could use                 ( to audience )
Lisbonites: You’ve logical errors I’ll disabuse
Though 30,000 of your people have perished
This is a moment that still should be cherished
For all is for good—things can’t be otherwise,
Though I hear a lot of anguish in your cries—
Things can never be other than they are

INQUISITOR Excuse me, your words, sir . . . a little bizarre

PANGLOSS No!

INQUISITOR Then you must deny Original Sin?
The fall of Man and his punishmen’?

PANGLOSS The fall of Man and the curse that came with it
Makes the best of all worlds completely legit

INQUISITOR Are you denying that Man has Free Will?

PANGLOSS There’s nothing I say that doesn’t fulfill
Free Will can exist . . . with necessity
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INQUISITOR It’s upon you now I feel some pity
I hope you’ll forgive this small imposition
( reveal! ) But I’m a member of the Inquisition!
Ha, ha! You two shall follow this awesome jailer
Who does hangings and burnings—and is he a nailer!
It’s time to save your corrupted souls
So let’s fire up the furnace—and extra coals!

CANDIDE Why did you open your mouth so fat!

PANGLOSS Though soon I’ll be screaming, we’re exactly where we should be at

ACTOR Chapter 6 How a splendid auto-da-fé was held to prevent
   earthquakes, and how Candide was flogged

INQUISITOR ( addressing all ) Our city’s been destroyed by three-quarters
So to stop more earthquakes, we’ll use these boarders
To cleanse Lisbon with a public penance
Torture them fully, let’s not take a chance
Have that man hanged, then a slow rustic roasting
It won’t be long till we’re all boasting
The Catholic Church has saved the day
Oh, how we love a good auto-da-fé!

ACTORS Yea!

JAILOR ( stupid dolt ) Wear mitre

CANDIDE I have to put on a paper hat?

PANGLOSS Doesn’t seem like the type to enjoy a chat

INQUISITOR You, sir, time for your hanging! This way

PANGLOSS Before I go, I have something to say
Would it be terribly inconvient
If I got a sentence a trifle more lenient?

INQUISITOR Yes

CANDIDE    Goodbye, my teacher, you shan’t be forgotten
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PANGLOSS Odd how your belly starts to feel rotten
Before a length of your neck’s pulled out
Hey, if you see me in hell, just shout (Pangloss leaves)

JAILOR Take off shirt

CANDIDE         In front of all these people?

ACTOR Candide was then flogged before the grand steeple
In the town square. His subduer kept a perfect beat
To a choir singing right there on the street

( Candide bends to be whipped. Actors pray and lip sync a Hip-Hop “Mighty Fortress Is Our God” to the
beat of the Jailor whipping Candide. After a few lashes, music goes low. Candide addresses the audience. )

CANDIDE I now find it hard for one to suggest
That the world I’m in is the very best
Pangloss is hanged, I saw Jacques drown
And Miss Cunegonde? On her, a regiment went down
Then they carved out her beautiful insides
Funny: comfort’s not something Optimism provides

JAILOR I rest

CANDIDE     Thanks!

OLD WOMAN (whispers)      Boy, your flogging has a pause
Follow me, lad, I’ve been ordered, with cause,
To take you on a path for your escape
Have courage, boy! Don’t look at me agape

OLD WOMAN Chapter 7 How an old woman took care of Candide
     and how he regained that which he loved

CANDIDE Old lady—tell—where I’m being taken
We’ve walked for hours, don’t leave me forsaken!

OLD WOMAN Shush, we’re almost there. Don’t draw attention
To the people nearby

CANDIDE         It’s my contention
You must have more adversity in store

OLD WOMAN Think so, boy? Look at that. See that door?
We’re here. Open the portal and go on through (Candide enters)
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CANDIDE Oh! It’s beautiful! Now what should I do?

OLD WOMAN Wait here and sit on that brocaded couch (Woman exits)

CANDIDE If I didn’t know better, I’d surely vouch
That life’s a series of terrible dreams
Yet right here life’s lovely, or so it seems
I’m in a cottage in the country
In a dazzling room with absolutely no affrontery

        (Old woman enters supporting a veiled, shaky woman wearing jewels)

OLD WOMAN Here, my boy: the moment of suspense
Remove that veil: your shock will be immense

        (Candide removes the veil and sees Cunegonde; he is speechless and falls to his knees)

CANDIDE Life is a dream. I’m completely agast!
How can it be your breath’s not been your last?

CUNEGON I breathe even better now near your charms
Oh, Candide, take me in those fabulous arms!

CANDIDE Alive! Alive! Can this be believed?

CUNEGON It’s true, my love, your arms are not deceived

CANDIDE But I was told you were badly raped
Your belly slit open—was it merely scraped?

CUNEGON No, the knife went in and it was pretty deep
No, don’t cry, love—no, no, please don’t weep

CANDIDE How can I not when I’m this happy!
Oh! But didn’t they butcher your oversized pappy?

CUNEGON I’ll lay bare the whole story, my dear
But first what I so badly need to hear
Is the tale of your treacherous travels

OLD WOMAN So upon that couch, Candide unravels
His cruel journey to her splendid arms:
Of Pangloss, Jacques and all the harms
That they endured. For their reunion, she felt elation
And unbound sorrow at his friends’ annihilation
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OLD WOMAN Chapter 8 Cunegonde’s story

CANDIDE So Pangloss was hanged, then he was to burn
I saw him no more. That’s it. Your turn

CUNEGON (slowly nodding)  Of my journey here, this is my story
Prepare for the worst: it’s pretty gory
Those Bulgarians entered our castle
And gave mom and dad a real hassle

  ( soldier enters with cleavers )
BULGARIAN Iiieeee!

CUNEGON They arrived in what seemed like a blitz
And sliced my parents into small bits
As for my beautiful elder brother
They punctured him like every other
Then a big soldier came striding my way

BULGARIAN Hey, little girlie, like a roll in the hay?
You are what’s called the spoils of war
You won’t get paid, but you’ll be my whore
I’ll strip you bare and breach you often

CUNEGON He did that but my rage never did soften
 ( to him )  “You think I’m scared of your six-foot size?
You see these claws? I can scratch out your eyes!”
But all of a sudden, who came in the room?
A captain with a pistol and—

CAPTAIN Boom! Boom! Boom!
I’ve blown to bits that brute ‘tween your knees
Whaddya say to that?

CUNEGON        Like, “Holy Geeze!”

CAPTAIN I’m a captain, so you now belong to me
You’ll tend my house and keep me company

CUNEGON He liked me a lot but I was noncommital
Of philosophical learning, he had very little
He bored me terribly, almost to death
Then, one day, he said kinda under his breath
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CAPTAIN For three months I’ve owned you, little miss
But I’ve fallen into a fiscal abyss
I’m broke. I don’t have any more money
So I did something, maybe, a little crummy
I sold you to that Jew: Don Issachar
Who trades in Portugal from lands afar

CUNEGON You sold a princess to a merchant Jew!

CAPTAIN Hey! It won’t be so bad if you learn Hebrew
I’m told that this cad is a lady’s man
So better devise a chastity plan
Buckle up!

CANDIDE Had you relations intimate!

CUNEGON Patience, darling, I’m just getting into it (pause)
The Jew badly wanted my slender bod
But I held him off with a frosty façade
I didn’t want to yield to an indiscretion
So he brought me here, as his possession
—Brought me to this house, to be subdued
And it’s so grand—

CANDIDE Don’t tell me you were wooed!

CUNEGON Don’t get worked up, there’s much more to tell
Candide, the pressure was a living hell
Then one day he let me travel to Mass
Where a holy man there made a lecherous pass

INQUISITOR Maybe you’d like to be part of my flock
Follow me, sinner, come this way, walk
Walk to my room, my bejeweled abode

CUNEGON Once in his chamber, he there did explode
When he learned I was owned by the Issachar Jew

INQUISITOR No! You are commanded now to eschew
That sick eccumenical relation
Honey, for you, I have my own expectation
If he don’t give in, I’m ready for a fight
It’s the Grand Inquisitor versus the Israelite!
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CUNEGON But Issachar has pull: he’s the court’s banker
This might invite our good king’s rancor

INQUISITOR True. Then I’ll threaten the Jew with an auto-da-fe!

ALL Yea!

CUNEGON But the Hebrew knew his opponent’s cache
So the pair had to settle for a compromise
For three days I’d be the Jew’s carnal prize
The three other days, I’d go to the cleric
But don’t, my dear, now get hysteric,
For after six months I’ve resisted them both
I’ve had no relations, I give you my oath

CANDIDE But tell me, love, why you did not flee?

CUNEGON I guess I was depressed! Pangloss lied to me
Love, ours is not the best of any world
I mean, from a princess to a working girl?!
Duh!

CANDIDE But how was it I came to be saved?
My life was over, they had me enslaved

OLD WOMAN Then in his firm arms she told the story
Of the Inquisitor’s invitation and the truly gory
Finish to that unexpected, fateful day
Where Cunegonde attended Candide’s own auto-da-fe

ALL Yea!

OLD WOMAN She plotted Candide’s liberation
To bring him to her secluded location
And in all her devices, she was assisted
By me, the old woman—I was enlisted!
For a moment the pair were so content
They didn’t forsee a dramatic event
This was the Sabbath and the Jew had his rights
Remember: he got three days and three nights

DON ( entering )  Honey, It’s Donny! Your big Don’s home!
( sees Candide ) Hey! Whadda you doin’ here?

CANDIDE Um, Shalom
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ACTOR Chapter 9 What happened to Cunegonde, to Candide,
    To the Grand Inquisitor and to a Jew

DON Who, may I ask, is this gentile boy?

CUNEGON Donny, just one of the hoi polloi

DON You’re lying, you bitch of a Galilean
I’ll cut him to shreds, the little sardine!

CUNEGON You’re being silly! You’re being thick!

DON Ouuu, my Hebrew blood is choleric!

CUNEGON Give me the reason why you’re so sore?

DON I already go halvsies with the Inquisitor!
Now I’m behind this puny little jake?

CUNEGON Donny, calm down, it’s a silly mistake!

CANDIDE Old lady, please, hand me that blade!

OLD WOMAN Do it now, boy—don’t be afraid! (Candide stabs Don Issachar)

DON Holy crap, I’ve just been run through
By a teenage Goy. Why’s everybody anti-Jew?

CANDIDE The only person who might have replied
To your query, by hanging, just yesterday died
It’s Pangloss. A genius beyond repute

DON Great. I’m dead. Shoot  (Issachar dies)

CUNEGON Now we’re in trouble. Killed in his own house!

OLD WOMAN I’m glad he’s dead. You never tipped me, you louse

CUNEGON If the authorities come, we’ll both be jailed
Tortured, burned and fully impaled

CANDIDE Woman, you’ve wisdom beyond your years
What should we do?

OLD WOMAN Let go of your fears
For now you should be much more concerned
By those chiming bells, for what we’ve learned
Is that Saturday’s over, so who’s at the door?
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CUNEGON No! No! It’s the Inquisitor!

INQUISITOR Cunegonde! Sunday morning! It’s my hour!
By mutual consent I have the power
To command your body’s every move
There’s a man in this dress: that I’ll soon prove!
Don, dead? By the boy I flogged? What’s in your hand?
Drop it! Bow down! That’s my holy command!

CANDIDE If I do, you’ll burn me, and also my lass
So as for your orders, father, I’ll pass
The price is my eternal salvation
But now’s no time for hesitation
I’ve suddenly entered the killing mood
So guess what, holy man? You’re screwed                (stabs Inquisitor)

INQUISITOR Son, that’s it! You’re excommunicated!         (dies)

CANDIDE Your threats, I find, a bit overrated

CUNEGON Candide—unreal—in just a few minutes
You’ve butchered a Jew and one of the prelates!

CANDIDE We need a way out of this cursed land
Perhaps you, Old Woman, can lend a hand

OLD WOMAN The stable horses will ride us away
Grab your money and jewels for we must pay
For travel and munchies and lodging
Because I soon expect that we’ll be dodging
The posse of the Holy Brotherhood

CANDIDE How could Pangloss find any of this good? (they leave)

INQUISITOR ( rising from dead ) When the friars came and found their dead brother
The trio was gone and in quite another
Quaint and rustic small mountain town
But the trio didn’t like what they there found
They rented a room at an inn for the night
And big trouble started at dawn’s first light
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DON Chapter 10 How Candide, Cunegonde and the old woman arrived
at Cadiz in great distress, and how they embarked

CUNEGON Who was it stole my diamonds and my coins!

OLD WOMAN The friar who slept in the room that ajoins
He entered here twice to do God knows what
Pervert. I shoulda kicked his girlish butt

CANDIDE Best of all worlds?! This is terrible news
Now you must find more Inquisitors and Jews
To earn their money

CUNEGON         Eech

WOMAN    Don’t be silly
I’ve got the answer, we’ll sell a philly
We have three now, so we’ll let one go
I’ll sit behind, miss, but please ride slow
And pray that mare doesn’t ride amock
Oh, did I mention I’ve only one buttock?

CUNEGON Why didn’t you say? I’ll help you climb on
With single cheek, you’ll ride postillion

GENERAL They sold a horse to a Benedictine prior
Then quickly rode through muck and mire
Till they reached a port city called Cadiz
A beautiful town, with a lovely breeze
Where a boat was loading for Paraguay

CANDIDE It just hit me, girls: why should we stay?
In Europe, my troubles multiply
Then why don’t we give the New World a try?

CUNEGON But we have no money to board that ketch

CANDIDE I’ve got a plan and it isn’t a stretch
I’ve learned quite a bit, militarily
Watch. Are you the general?

GENERAL Absolutely

CANDIDE Let me show you a Bulgarian drill               (marches, salutes)
You like that smooth move?
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GENERAL It gave me a thrill!
I name you captain and give you command
Of sailing this boat to Paraguayian land
There trouble’s brewing, a big rebellion
Led by a nasty Jesuit hellion
It’s a priest who’s teaching every native
To think for themselves and be creative
—something our monarch will not allow—
The rear is the stern, the front is the bow
The boat’s yours, I wish you smooth sailing!

CANDIDE My how things change. Why was I failing
To remember my strict Panglossian creed?
Things are just great now that we’ve been freed!

CUNEGON Yes, things always are—and end—for the best

CANDIDE Turn this big barge south-southwest!

CUNEGON The breeze! The breeze! I’m forgetting my trials ( like Titanic )
No more pain, love, from me now only smiles ( on boat )
Though no one could ever endure much worse

OLD WOMAN The way you complain . . . a little perverse . . .

CUNEGON Excuse me?

OLD WOMAN     Complain! Complain! And all the time
Your burdens were nothing compared to mine

CUNEGON Old woman, I think you’re forgeting your place

OLD WOMAN Back off, kiddo! I need some space
I’m tired of your ceaseless carping and whining
When it comes to misery, mine’s defining

CUNEGON ( taken aback ) I laugh at you now! Ha! You had it worse?
No one else could endure my curse
Were you raped by two Bulgarians?
Stabbed in the belly, twice, by their hands?
Seen your castle completely destroyed
And made to watch something you couldn’t avoid:
Your parents murdered before your eyes
And seen him tortured, try that on for size!
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A Jew and a priest . . . Lady, I’m a Barroness
But what would you know of royal noblesse?

OLD WOMAN ( simmering )  How dare you. You know nothing of my birth
If you did you’d cut your sniggering mirth
But perhaps you’d like to see my backside,
Know reason I limp—know the pain that I hide
Then you’d see how completely mendacious
Your assertions are. Child, act more gracious

CANDIDE Old woman, you must have a harrowing tale
May I hear it?

OLD WOMAN Yah. But be prepare to wail

OLD WOMAN Chapter 11 The old woman’s story

OLD WOMAN Think these eyes were always bloodshot?
My nose always touched my chin? It did not
I’m the tenth child of Urban the Pope
And Princess Palestrina—before life lost hope
Your palace, beside mine, would look like a stable
My dresses cost more than you’d ever be able
To know. My looks, they said, inspired pure love
Like an angel delivered me from above
My breasts, early formed, were firm and white
Carved like Venus de Medici. How they did excite
The boys! My brows were black, my eyes like fire
Poets came from miles and all were inspired
To write me tomes, or even an opus
The women who dressed me—ah, the great fuss!
I was engaged to marry Prince Massa-Carrara     ( a prince appears

A boy so handsome, his sight brought pure awe           for dumbshow )
Our wedding was planned as the best in creation
Pomp, magnificence, joy, elation!
But my prince’s mistress—a marchioness—
Was also invited . . . and there began my distress . . .
My prince was polite: his lover he didn’t shun
She came to our wedding, then he began a convulsion
You see, in his lips, she’d set a poisoned chocolate
And our perfect marriage was over like that
So my mother took me to her island estate
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To grieve. The galley we sailed on wasn’t just great:
It was gilded like St. Peter’s alter in Rome
But we never reached our country home
For we were boarded by pirates along the way      ( pirates appear

And stripped like monkeys. How can I convey           for dumbshow )
The pain? They set us along a galley wall
And ordered all of us girls to stand tall
Then I got a surprise and felt a cringe
When they stuck in a finger where a syringe
Is reserved for cleansing women’s parts
These pirates weren’t dumb, they had smarts
They were searching where a diamond could hide
But found nothing while they groped me inside
My mother, even more ravishing than I,
Was taken with me to Morocco, and it’s no lie
To say that before that boating excursion
I was the purest of any virgin
I had saved myself for my perfect prince
But how can a girl possibly convince
A negro captain to shield her maidenform?     ( negro captain appears )

NEGRO Never! I want something young and soft and warm!
So I give this white angel a special honor
I shall make her my one and only whore!”

OLD WOMAN Moracco swam in blood when our boat arrived
The pirates on shore all felt deprived
For they didn’t receive a girl from our ship
Enraged, they charged at us and begain to rip              ( pirates mime fight )
Every girl to pieces. Each pulled at a limb
Until all were torn apart. What is more grim
Than watching the person who gave you birth
Mutilated and scattered over Moroccan earth?
But, see, I was spared for my captain held a sword

NEGRO Come at me and you’ll be fatally gored!
Those who oppose my fury and wrath
Will die in a colossal Morroccan bloodbath!

OLD WOMAN But then things turned worse for my negro fell

NEGRO Dag!       ( negro captain carried off )
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OLD WOMAN     All died but me. The stench, the smell
Of on every side of me, a cadaver
Could you ever forget that? No, not ever
But somehow I rose from that bloody heap
And dragged myself to a bank so steep,
Where cool water flowed, I collapsed and swoon
And when I awoke, I saw a cresent moon
And a beautiful stranger’s glowing face!
A white man? Here? In this God-awful place?
He shook his head and muttered to me:

CASTRATO “O che sciagura d’essere senza coglioni!”

CANDIDE Old woman, don’t stop, I beg you go on
What is the fate that that stranger spawned?

CASTRATO Chapter 12 Continuation of the old woman’s misfortunes

OLD WOMAN He carried me to a hostel nearby
And in a high voice, he promised he’d try
To raise me to health

CASTRATO You are so perfect
I shall never show you any disrespect

OLD WOMAN What are you doing in this distant land?
Speaking my language?

CASTRATO      Yes, I understand
It’s odd. But you’ll be even more surprised
To learn it was Naples where I was baptized

OLD WOMAN My own country! How did you get here?

CASTRATO That story demands to tell you I’m queer

OLD WOMAN Wha—?

CASTRATO In Naples, each year, I think you know
A thousand boys get a sharp cut below
The navel. They use a thin metal blade
For that’s how capons and castrati are made
But if you survive that groinal slice
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Your voice, might be, as high as the mice
They cut my marbles! So that was my fate
I became soprano, but one so great
I sang for the Princess Palestrina

OLD WOMAN My mother!

CASTRATO   What do you mean-ah?
You can’t be the girl I raised till age six?
Your looks, even then, held men transfixed

OLD WOMAN The girl your raised, diva, I am she!

CASTRATO Then your princess mother, where can she be?

OLD WOMAN Four-hundred yards hence, cut in quarters
Not only her, but all her supporters

CASTRATO Those wretched and filthy Muslim swine!
Princess Palestrina was ever divine!

OLD WOMAN But how came you here, alive and alone?

CASTRATO I was sent here, child, not by some throne
But by an imperial Christian Power
When I arrived, that Moroccan king glowered
But he did approve of my holy mission
Which was to give him heavy ammunition
To kill other Christians hoping to trade
On nearby seas. Morocco had it made!
I gave him weapons to complete the quest
But as you’ve sadly learned, his pirates are the best

OLD WOMAN I know that now, and too terribly

CASTRATO Ma che sciagura d’essere sense coglioni!
Dear, I shall take you to our native land

OLD WOMAN That’s what I thought the soprano had planned

CASTRATO ( aside ) But mine’s a lie, I’ll sell her as a slave!
In the country Algiers

OLD WOMAN You sissy knave!
You’d make money off the girl you raised?
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CASTRATO I’m a princess, too. Don’t act so amazed

OLD WOMAN The jabs I endured in filty Algiers
Walking the casbah, face full of tears
But one thing fortunate came to pass:
A deadly plague: so the city died en masse

CASTRATO I’m dying too! Your Napolise eunich!

OLD WOMAN Sorry, cream puff, but know what’s ironic?
You are a prick, despite that slice

CASTRATO Can’t you even be a little bit nice?
I know, I know I couldn’t ‘a been meaner
But you’d be mean, too, if you lost your wiener

OLD WOMAN I did survive, though I, too, caught the plague
Here my memory’s just a bit vague
For they sold my body again and again
Till I ended up living on a small island
Off Turkey. Human bondage had me become
A slave in the harem of a big Imam       ( other females enters )

IMAM Ladies! You’re living under Muslim code
Bend for prayers, keep the back bowed
Also, you’re never to speak aloud
You, there, white girl: your shroud!

OLD WOMAN One day some Russians attacked our fort
But their invasion was soon cut short
By twenty soldiers from a tribe of Turks
Who were ordered to keep us alive—the jerks
We were trapped in a citadel for weeks
We starved! Shrank up! Our girly physiques
Continued to get more and more puny
The hungry guards got more and more loony
Then a tough Turk came up with a plan

TURK Brothers! Can we speak man-to-man?
We’re twenty recruits and what have we got?
Not one scrap of food—but these girls, a lot!
There’re full of flesh and of them I count eight
So why don’t we eat them? I bet they’d taste great!

TURKS Yaaahhh!
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IMAM In the name of Mahomet, the prophet
I tell you, boys, to stop it!
The flesh of women is blest and divine
I know you’re hungry, but I draw the line!
Still . . . I don’t think the good Lord would knock it
If each missy gave up just one buttock
I, your Imam, will make the incision
Like if performing a giant circumcision
And we shall so please heaven by our charity,
This test of our faith and austerity,
That all our foes will surely be smitten ( guards drag off female )

OLD WOMAN You know what it’s like to watch your own butt bitten?
And swallowed? After it’s been carved out?
Was I to feel good that that Imam was devout?
Then—as our booty slid down those Turk throats
The guards didn’t see the Russian boats
That were docking on the citadel wharf
Hundreds of Russians attacked and dwarfed
The guards eating our rears. All Turks were killed
Then the Imam’s devout blood was also spilled

IMAM I-eeee!

OLD WOMAN The Russians brought in a doctor from France

DOCTOR You’ll need bandages and special French underpants!

OLD WOMAN When all of us healed and could walk again
They sent us to Moscow and several men
Made us their servants. I hoed a garden
I was beaten daily, which did harden
My resolve to leave that heinous noble
After a year, I escaped and went global
From Russia to Riga, Rostock to Bremen
Utrecht to Leyden, the Hague to Saarbrucken
Since coming west, I’ve only been a drudge
None of this story for you did I fudge!
The fateful end of my tragic memoir
Ended with service to a Jew, Don Issachar . . .
A Jew ! Me! Born daughter to a Pope!
Did I deserve this kind of life?

CUNE & CAN Nope. Nope
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OLD WOMAN So many times, kids, I wished I’d been slain

CANDIDE Lady, you have been through some major pain

CUNEGON Yeah, I was soiled and had a huge heartache
But that’s a whopper. Lady, you take the cake

ACTOR Chapter 13     Three till intermission! How Candide was obliged to
    separate from the fair Cunegonde and the old woman

SAILOR Land ho! Captain! There! Over there!

CANDIDE Listen! For a landing, everyone prepare
We must turn the ship twenty-two degrees
We’re at the New World: it’s Buenos Ayres

FERNANDO Welcome, sailing crew! Here there’s fun galore
I’m a mustachioed bon vivant and the city’s governor
Forget formalities, just say ‘hello’
For at your service is Don Fernando
But the ladies here all call me Big Don         ( to Cunegonde )
Question, for you, kid: Y’like getting’ it on?
You married to this puny, little buck?
Or you wanna try some gubernatorial luck?

CANDIDE Good sir, she’s not my wife, nor my sister
But neither does this lass call me mister
We plan here, sir, to tie the marriage knot
And something, excellency, we’d like a lot
Is for you to tend to our South American wedding

FERNANDO (to self)   That’s exactly what I was dreading
( to all ) Welcome, captain, to this faraway place
You must know that civility and grace
Requires you now to inspect my troops
Or did you forget your manners?

CANDIDE No, oops!
Bye. Inspecting is custom and my duty ( exits )

FERNANDO Goodness, you’re lovely. Aren’t you beauty? ( holding Cunegonde )
For you I declare my hunky passion
Why not succumb to the Latin fashion
Of lovemaking? I have a huge, dark oak bed
Marry me, not that twit. Have a hairy man instead!
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CUNEGON Excuse me  (to old woman) Matron: now what shall I do?
I love Candide but this day I shall rue
If I put my lover into trouble
Should I marry this creep and on the double?

OLD WOMAN Marry the guy! Y’kidding? Don Fernando has cash
And that is a fabulous, sexy moustache
Those born to rank must learn to tie the knot
Don’t empty bedpans and wipe up the snot
From slobbering faces as this princess has done
And I bet he can rhumba—boy, that’d be fun

CUNEGON And with all the money that I’d attain
I could give to Candide

OLD WOMAN That’s usin’ your brain!

FERNANDO Oh, look: Another ship at our port
Waving a flag from . . . the Inquisitor’s court?

SHIPMAN ( on ship, far off ) Ahoy! We’ve come across the far seas!
Don Fernando, can we ask you something, please?

FERNANDO What?

SHIPMAN        Have you seen Candide, a murderous boy?

FERNANDO Why do you need him?

SHIPMAN  That punk did destroy
Our Inquisitor with a cut he made deep
We’ve sailed here to catch that puny little creep

OLD WOMAN Girl! It’s time to spring into action
You’ve got to hold fast to Don’s attraction
For nobody’ll cross him because he’s the boss
I know that your gain will be Candide’s loss
But for the boy to be saved, he must now fly
I’ll tell him to run away—if he don’t, he’ll die!

CUNEGON Buh-bye!

FERNANDO Buh-bye!

OLD WOMAN Buh-bye!
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ACTOR Chapter 14 How Candide and Cacambo were received by
     the Jesuits in Paraguay

OLD WOMAN They sailed all the way here and crossed the water
Come to assure your bloody slaughter
Run!

CANDIDE I can’t give up my dear Cunegonde
The love that we share is a sacred bond

CACAMBO Master!

CANDIDE Cacambo

CACAMBO I’ve something to say

CANDIDE What?

CACAMBO Recall the moment I became your valet?
Twas in Portugal, when our ship left port
And I pledged there I’d do nothing short
Of giving my life to make you safe

CANDIDE I know: you’re such a tender, little waif

CACAMBO Stop! I wish you wouldn’t call me tender
Not when I vow I’ll never surrender
To the Church’s brutal, savage guard
And feel this muscle—feel it—pretty hard

CANDIDE You’re telling me, what? We should stay and fight?

CACAMBO We’d both be killed—it wouldn’t be bright
Let’s ride to the Jesuits of Paraguay
Hop on this horse here, she’s called Old Grey
We’ll leave Buenos Ayres till this blows over
And shortly you shall be rolling in clover

CANDIDE I’ll return, Cunegonde, my dearest love!

CACAMBO Kick in your heels! Give Old Grey a shove!

BOTH Hi-ho! Hei-Hei-Hie-Hoooo!
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SERGEANT Through South America the pair did go
Till the land of Paraguay they did reach
( turns to pair )  Halt right there, you son of a beech!
And you, little man, standing at his side
Off that mare or I’ll blast your girlie hide

CACAMBO We come in peace, sir, I hope you determine
I and this captain, a noble German
When the priest in charge learns he Teutonic
He’ll invite us inside, like, totally quick

SERGEANT Shut up! I’ll tell this to His Eminence
But one step more and it’s you I’ll mince
( goes to Rev Father )  He’s German, Father, so the servant says
But who can say if he really is?

REV FATHER Bring him to me. ( Candide steps forward ) Bow and kiss my gown
Where are you from: what country, what town?

CANDIDE Westphalia, Father, a hole-in-the-wall

REV FATHER Stop. What’d you say? Stand up. Stand tall

CANDIDE Precisely a castle called Thunder-ten-tronckh

REV FATHER What are you saying? Am I sober or drunk?

CANDIDE You heard the truth, most Reverend Father

REV FATHER Not Father, Candide. I’m Cunegonde’s brother!

CANDIDE What?

REV FATHER Cousin! Yes! Now let flow my tears!

CANDIDE Can this be true? Can I believe my ears?
Oh, Pangloss! Pangloss! I wish you weren’t hanged!
All is for the best! I’ll be damn—danged
But how did you survive that deadly attack?
Your body was pierced, both front and back

REV FATHER I came so close to being deceased
But I lived. And now I’m a Jesuit priest!
In the New World, I run a colony
I’m radical, yes, very anti-bourgeoisie
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CANDIDE I’ll give you news to make you howl
You heard that your sister was disemboweled?

REV FATHER Sadly

CANDIDE     Padre, please, don’t be morose
She’s in Buenos Ayres now—alive—that close!

REV FATHER Best of all worlds! Oh, cousin, you’re right!
How many times did Pangloss recite
That maxim that we all thought so silly?
Ouuu, I ought to give you a wet willy!
Come sit at my table, till night let us feast
Fill up our goblets. I tell you this priest
Is liberally inclined! Drink and be regaled
While I reveal, Candide, a harrowing tale

ACTOR Chapter 15 How Candide killed his dear Cundgonde’s brother

REV FATHER It was lucky, cousin, you were not around
The day the enemy came and found
Our family in the room with the big throne
First, they cut mom and dad to the bone
Cunegonde, then, was taken by a brute
Me? They pointed a gun, ready to shoot
But, instead, punctured me ten times with swords
Then threw my body on a cart with boards
To be dragged behind an ornery ass,
To a hole in the earth, a grave where, alas,
They stood ready to toss my bloody corpses in ( collapses dead )
Then . . .

PRIEST Stop! I’m a priest! I must remove his sin!
On this poor soul, with water made holy,
I sprinkle it lightly and say very slowly
Pax vobiscum, Ad astra per aspera ( Peace be with you; a hard road leads to the heavens )

Okay, dump them in now, it’s okay, yah
Wait! That one moved! Stop. He’s alive!

REV FATHER They saw me still breathing, then I was revived

PRIEST Take him to Father Superior!

REV FATHER They did so with motives ulterior
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SUPERIOR We need priests and this one’s really pleasing
Raise him to health and soon he’ll be easing
Our South American Jesuit shortage
Ordain him for he makes the Paraguay portage

REV FATHER I put on the dress and become big priest here
And now you tell me my sister is near?

CANDIDE Yes!

REV FATHER  Then let’s get her, Candide, what do you say?
They can’y harm you while you’re under my sway

CANDIDE Yes, let’s go. For it’s she I shall marry
Then over the threshold, your sister I’ll carry!

REV FATHER ( pause ) What’s that? What? You’ll wed my sis?
Something is wrong here. What did I miss?

CANDIDE She’s the aim of my heart above all things

REV FATHER Candide, you’re common. She was born for kings

CANDIDE But I freed her from a Churchman and a Jew

REV FATHER No. No. Listen: she can never marry you

CANDIDE Recall when Pangloss said all men are equal
Our marriage, ergo, is the logical sequel

REV FATHER You think you’re my equal? ( slaps him )   You’re common trash

CANDIDE My face is bleeding. You’ve caused a deep gash

REV FATHER My equal? For your insult, you’ve more coming   ( draws a sword )
If you got sense, punk, better start running

CANDIDE Cousin, don’t do it! It’s not you I oppose!  ( draws sword )

REV FATHER Come, pantywaist, take your girlie blows!    ( a fight, Candide stabs him )
Bastard. Truly                      ( dies )

CANDIDE No, I’m the mildest of men!
But now I’ve killed another priest again
Pangloss, hear me! He was my wife’s brother!
I hate your philosophy, oh, give me another!
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CACAMBO ( entering )  O, my good master, what have you done?

CANDIDE It’s senseless, Cacambo, trying to run
Let’s raise our swords and sell our lives dearly
I love you, boy, and I mean that sincerely

CACAMBO I’ll tell you, sir, I’m not ready to die
So here’s something better I think we should try
First, take off this dead priest’s frock
Fast! Fast! They’re ticking! The hands of the clock!
Swap garments, get on the horse, and off we trot      ( dressing Candide

You’ll look like his double, and you won’t be caught as a priest )

It can work. So tell me, master, are you game?

CANDIDE I am, Cacambo, in the Almighty’s name
Alea iacta est, Annus horribilis      ( The die is cast, a horrible year )

CACAMBO Proceed, Reverand Father, you go first

CANDIDE ( to audience ) This world is absolutely, positively the worst

REV FATHER ( rising ) They got away, then, without suspicion
Know what’s up next? Intermission!
Go! Enjoy! But better tip that barista bloke
It’s a cause-and-effect world, friends. No joke!

End of Act Primus

ACT TWO

ACTOR Okay, folks, settle down—get back in your seat
You used the privy, had a bite to eat
But we’ve got an hour left of our show
Then you can applaud, grab your stuff and go
Oh, and if you haven’t turned off your cell phone
Guess what? You’re not alone
Thank you! So . . . on to the second act:
This one’s truly philosophy packed
Here you’ll grasp what Voltaire thought
About what Candide really should have been taught
So—look—here he approaches, our brave hero
With his very good friend, little Cacambo
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ACTOR Chapter 16 What happened to the two travelers with two girls,
    two monkeys, and the savages called Oreillons

CACAMBO We’re safe. They’ll never reach us here
We’ve galloped for hours, we’re in the clear
Let’s sit for a repast on this woody slope
Some bread, wine or ham?

CANDIDE I sternly say, “Nope!”
How can I eat that kind of vittle
When I’m precisely in the middle
Of this awful mess. I am a killer
Tell me how I ended up in a thriller?    ( monkey sounds are heard )

CACAMBO Say, what is that sound? And what do I see?
Do my eyes deceive or is that a monkey?

CANDIDE It cannot be real. My senses, they lie
Look, Cacambo: naked girls running by

CACAMBO And giggling. And after them, that’s what?
Those monkeys are biting those girls on the butt!

CANDIDE Those women, though merry, are in danger
What does it matter if I’m a stranger?
I’ll protect them with my stolen rifle           ( he shoots twice )

CACAMBO Got ‘em! Both monkey’s down!

CANDIDE    Twas a trifle

CACAMBO ( peering far off  ) Wait, my lord, now those girls are crying
Kissing the monkeys and sobbing and sighing
You’ve killed the lovers of those young ladies!

CANDIDE Monkey’s for lovers? This place is for crazies!

CACAMBO Ohhh, now I remember this distant land
Called Oreillon, where monkeys are a quarter man!    ( monkey-men appear )

CANDIDE Friend, we’re trapped. Savages on every side
Now what should we do?
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CACAMBO What they ask—abide
I know a bit of their native tongue
It’s an odd language: half-spoke, half-sung
( half-sung ) What is it that you desire of us two?

OREILLON To eat you, yah! You look very good to chew!
I can’t decide: the cauldron or the spit . . ?

CACAMBO We’re their lunch!

OREILLON Let’s start with the Jesuit!

CACAMBO No!

OREILLON Every Jesuit’s a villain and must die

CACAMBO Then stop, banana-man, you got the wrong guy
That robe he’s wearing, it’s a fake
He killed a Jesuit and his frock did take
Go send a monkey-man to Paraguay
And if that semi-simian doesn’t come back and say
That Candide put a Jesuit in the ground
I’ll leap onto your spit, all ninety-nine pound    ( weight may vary! )

OREILLON After two minutes of consideration
They sent an ape-man to the Jesuit plantation
And learned that Candide did murder a priest
Then all rejoiced with a sumptuous feast!

OREILLON Unbind these heroes and help yourself, lads
Take any girl you want, we got skads
And nosh till your belly is round as a sphere
Hey, you—shorty—want a beer? ( Oreillons stuff their faces

with food and slurp )
CANDIDE What a truly incredible nation

This must be the peak of civilization
Nature in its purest state
You see, as a priest, I nearly got ate
But by killing a Catholic holy man
I’m feted and flattered in this fine land

CACAMBO Lord, once we’ve enjoyed their hospitality
Let’s dash and not tempt our mortality

CANDIDE ( monkey sound ) Ou-ou-ou
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ACTOR Chapter 17 Arrival of Candide and his valet in the country
     Of Eldorado and what they saw there

CACAMBO We’ve left Oreillon and met the frontier
But, lord, life is awful in this hemisphere
Let’s return to Europe, a place we know
It’s safer there

CANDIDE I can’t, if I would go
Back to the homeland I’d be hung and fried
I can’t return

CACAMBO Then there’s something we’ve not tried
There’s a city called Cayenne in little Guiana
—it’s a seaport town, a sort of a spa—
There’s a lot of French in that island place
Who give all strangers a kiss on the face

CANDIDE I’m surprised, little friend, at all you know
What a swell idea

CACAMBO So come on, let’s go!

ACTOR The trip was wretched, a treacherous grind
Over peaks and troughs, and they couldn’t find
Food along their endless, trekking way
Only hardship day after day after day
Their horses starved and collapsed from fatigue
They were sure they’d die, walking league after league
Their fate they felt sealed when there on the ground—

CANDIDE Cacambo, look. Come look what I’ve found
A glittering rock. A ruby? An emerald?

CACAMBO Lord, here. And here. Pebbles made of pure gold
They’re scattered all over, everywhere

CANDIDE The Almighty’s answered my earnest prayer!
We’re rich!

CACAMBO     But still we don’t have any food
These rocks are nice but without chow we’re screwed

PERUVIAN ( approaching )  Hello! If you like rocks, take all you want
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CANDIDE ( whispers )  Pretend they’re worth nothing, play nonchalant

CACAMBO Yes, we’re collectors, and think yours are fine
But one question—

PERUVIAN      Yes?

CACAMBO Any place we can dine?

PERUVIAN Come to our little village, there ahead
Have anything you’d like, even a bed
We’re part of a clan that once owned Peru,
Cut off from the world—whaddya gonna do?      ( moving to table )
Ah, we’ve just arrived in time for dinner
The hostess here is a real winner

HOSTESS Four soups garnished with two large parrots          ( over a feast )
A hundred-pound condor served with carrots
Here’s roast monkey with excellent flavor
Over here, fresh from the incubator,
Six-hundred hummingbirds in a deep dish
Oh! Perhaps you gentlemen might wish
For a ragout, or a pastry of eleven fruits?

CANDIDE Do I take them off or leave on my boots?

HOSTESS Come as you are, that’s our social code!

CACAMBO ( to Candide )  But how do we pay? How much is owed?

CANDIDE Can we use these gems to cover all this?

HOSTESS Pay us with stones? No! We would be remiss
In our land’s sacred and gracious duty
If, for feeding you, we took your booty
Our entire nation would at once lament
If this bill wasn’t paid by our government

CANDIDE A Socialist land? Is that government best?
Look: everybody’s calm here, nobody’s stressed
Pangloss knew there was a country of this sort
I’ll start with a big communal glass of port!
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PERUVIAN Chapter 18 What they saw in the land of Eldorado

CACAMBO That’s the finest meal I’ve ever eaten

CANDIDE The sugar cane pudding could not be beaten

HOSTESS If you’re now sated, an elder’s arrived
Who like to meet you and act as your guide

CANDIDE To make his acquaintance, we’d be delighted

HOSTESS Sir!       ( old man enters )

OLD MAN     So . . . you two have self-invited?

CANDIDE Sorry.

OLD MAN Oh, it’s fine! You’re guests in any home
But I’m curious how you came to roam
To such a distant and secluded land?

CANDIDE Purely by chance, sir, it wasn’t planned

OLD MAN Fate played its part—yes—it will have its way

CANDIDE Are there many others who have gone astray?

OLD MAN Ten in my lifetime, if I’m not wrong
And that’s one-hundred-and-seventy-two-years long

CACAMBO What? How do you live to such an age?

OLD MAN Got another hundred in me ‘fore I turn the page!

CANDIDE Amazing

OLD MAN No. See, here we cannot leave
So our lives have all health and felicity
Thanks to rules by elders lifetimes ago

CANDIDE Wait. Is this the land called Eldorado?

OLD MAN That is the term that the Spanish use
Those who found us, who came seeking a muse,
Who were hungry for riches and foolish fame
But they soon tired of that childish game
Material desires are comic urge
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CANDIDE You mean that you’re really able to purge
A desire for wealth and riches and jewels?

OLD MAN A pathetic game for pathetic fools

CANDIDE And of God—tell me—do you hold one dear?

OLD MAN Yes! You don’t think we’re ingrates here?

CACAMBO So what is the religion of Eldorado?

OLD MAN The same as yours, I expect, although
We likely put it in a different light
Here we will worship from dawn until night

CANDIDE To only one God? Or two or three or four

OLD MAN To only one God? Don’t tell me there’re more?

CANDIDE And how to your God do you humbly pray?

OLD MAN We don’t bend or bow, or make great hay
We honor God by giving gratitude
With every act, and with an attitude
Saying thanks for giving us just what we need
When one has enough, who should feel greed?
Our maxim here is that only an ass
Invites foolish thoughts of avarice

( two actors in sheep garb pull

PERUVIAN Their fine conversation went on and on a wagon forth and prepare to

Till at last a carriage, with six sheep drawn,    take Cacambo and Candide

Arrived to give them a stately tour           on a rolling tour )
Of their great king’s palace, and to be sure
Royalty greeted our boys at the gate

CANDIDE Your majesty!

CACAMBO Your majesty!

KING     Oh, I could hardly wait!
I’m so glad that both of you are here

CANDIDE Do we kiss your hand?
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KING   One bus at each ear
For you, boys, I got a big tour planned
Whatever you want—your wish, my command
So climb back on your sheep-led sleigh
And when you’re ready, just take ‘er away!

CACAMBO ( driving ) Candide, look at those fountains there   ( pulled in the cart )
Rose water, sugar cane, another spouts beer!

CANDIDE And look: a gallery, two-thousand feet long
Where modern physics are done while a song
Is sung by a thousand folks in a choir

CACAMBO You know . . . this’d be a nice place to retire

CANDIDE Yep. Public squares smell of cinnamon and cloves

CACAMBO And if you need a potty? Got ‘em in droves

BOTH Nice

PERUVIAN The boys stayed as guests for thirty days
And found nothing there that they couldn’t praise
But, with a new moon, Candide did some musing

CANDIDE Life here’s okay, but a tad confusing
I want to go home, get back on the road
And I doubt they’d mind if we took a big load
Of the jewels scattered like rocks on the hills
If we took some back we could pay all our bills
And have more loot than a European king

CACAMBO Right, my lord, and here’s the other thing
All we’d need is a cart and some sheep
Then no one could ever call this boy cheap!

CANDIDE Should we ask His Highness if we can depart?     ( moving to king )
Well?

KING Do you boys really think this is smart?
When one finds a spot agreeable
Why tempt the unforeseeable?
But . . . to make you stay would be unmannered
And violate our very hospitable standard
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You may go. But of this I must warn:
The way out is frightful—and you could be torn
To pieces if you fell—the mountains are high,
With peaks like that, and if you fell you’d die
( pause )  So I’ll help. I’ll call up the inventing crew
Those brainiacs always know what to do

CANDIDE Thanks, sir

KING But before I wish you God speed
Is there anything else from me you need?

CACAMBO Um, perhaps some sheep and a few provisions?
And these rocks on the ground—they’re your decisions—
But they’d look nice on my coffee table

KING Why some want stones we’ll never be able
To comprehend. Sure, take all you can find
No one round here pays them any mind

CANDIDE Adieu!

CACAMBO Adieu!

PERUVIAN The scientists from Eldorado
Built a machine to carry all their cargo
And sheep—one-hundred, they numbered,
Loaded with gems, fully encumbered—
Over the mountains, they went on a hoist
It worked! They got over! Everyone rejoiced!        ( clamoring and hooting )

CANDIDE Now to Cayenne, where we’ll purchase a ship

CACAMBO We can get a frigate or cutter or a slip

CANDIDE Then on to Cunegonde. I’ll give her these sheep!

CACAMBO My lord, you’re so happy. Look: you weep

CANDIDE On a sleigh led by mutton, I say Cacambo
Tally-ho! Tally-ho! Tally-ho! Tally-ho!
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ACTOR Chapter 19 What happened to them at Surinam, and how
    Candide made the acquaintance of Martin

CANDIDE ( sadly ) Every earthly good is perishable
I’m such a dunce! How was I unable
This eternal verity to foresee?

CACAMBO Hold on now, lord, and you listen to me—
Okay, we lost ninety-eight of our ewes,
A few swallowed up in that marshy ooze,
Others fell off a tall precipice
Tumbling down an endless abyss
Some from fatigue or from hunger perished
But the two sheep we’ve left—they’re highly cherished
And each one has more gems on their backs
Than the King of Spain has. Come on, face facts!
And our luck must change after one-hundred days
We’re at Surinam, a land of high praise

CANDIDE It’s over for us! We’re sunk!

CACAMBO No, no, no!
( pause) Wait, lord, look: an amputated Negro
Lying there, missing a hand and a leg
Skinny as a pole and trying to beg
And wearing only those blue cotton drawers
Is he a victim of the Surinam wars? ( they approach a

Negro on the floor
CANDIDE Let’s see. Friend, why are you in this sad state? missing limbs )

NEGRO I’m waiting for my master, who’s really great
Do you know him, the Dutchman, Vanderdendur?

CANDIDE No

NEGRO  He’s a rich merchant and a seaman, sir
He only beats me when I really need it

CANDIDE Do you need it often?

NEGRO   You better believe it
He says. He also had this limb removed
See this part here, the one that’s been smoothed?
My hand was cut off at the sugar mill
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When I worked too slow and didn’t fulfill
My orders. My leg was cleaved when I tried to run
Let me tall ya: that wasn’t a whole lotta fun
So you can have sugar, we blacks pay the price
But about the Dutch, I’ll say something nice:
They made us Christians so we can pray
And wear nice clothes on the Sabbath day
And hear them preach: “If you’re black or white,
It don’t matter for all must share in God’s light!”

CANDIDE ( moved ) Oh, Pangloss. This is an abomination!
I now renounce your wicked creation
Optimism!

CACAMBO Lord, tell me, what is that?

CANDIDE Cacambo, it’s philosophical scat
It’s the mania of thinking all’s going well
While we, and the world, are going straight to hell

CACAMBO Dry your tears, lord, this is Surinam’s gate
We can sell some jewels at the going rate
To rescue Cunegonde, then we’ll buy a craft
Ask that captain there

CAPTAIN Kids, you gotta be daft
Buenos Ayres? You’re crazy to go back
Don Fernando keeps that girl in the sack
Twenty-four seven. She’s his best whore, they say
Return there, kid, and you’re dead in a day

CACAMBO He won’t suspect me, lord, I’ll go back
I’m unknown and can handle this crackerjack
I’ll make him an offer he can’t refuse
With this bag of diamonds. I’m sure I won’t lose

CANDIDE And we’ll have plenty left. Good. Bring the old hag back, too

CACAMBO I love you, lord, and this won’t be adieu   ( leaves )

CANDIDE Be safe!  ( beat )  I’m in Surinam now, so I’ll hire a ship
You look like a captain. Hey, you there, skip

VANDERDENDUR Yah?
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CANDIDE     I’m Italy-bound, with these two sheep
Can you get me there?

VANDERDENDUR Yah, cheap

CANDIDE How much?

VANDERDENDUR Tell me, what baggage do these sheep carry
A load of crap?

CANDIDE No, on the contrary
They both hold gems so we must take care

VANDERDENDUR To Italy, huh? Sure, I’ll get you there
Thirty-thousand, is that a good price?

CANDIDE I guess

VANDERDENDUR        Pay first, kid, that’d be really nice
I’ll load up these lambies while you stay here

CANDIDE Great! I’ll head to a tavern for a beer
Oh, skip. Where’s your boat? And tell me your name?

VANDERDENDUR Son, I’m a Dutchman of honest acclaim ( pushing cart and

Down this road here, you’ll find my boat moored sheep off stage )
When it gets dark, ask for Vanderdendur

CANDIDE Vander . . .

ACTOR Candide later went to find the boat . . .
But for two hours, it’d already been afloat!

VANDERDENDUR Bye! Thanks, kid, for the gems aplenty ( from offstage )
I’m rich as a king—yah—times twenty

CANDIDE Nooo. I begin to see the malevolence
That exists in men isn’t there by chance
Now I’ve only these few gems left in my grasp
I must hire and steward and do it fast

MARTIN I’ll take the job, sir, for I read your post
What you say you’re seeking the man who’s most
Disgusted with the world and all of life
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Hear how far I did fallen: first, my wife
Robbed me, then I was beaten by my son
My daughter eloped—and I was further undone
By being made to sell books in Amsterdam

CANDIDE A bookseller? Awful

MARTIN ‘Kin say that again

CANDIDE You’re a misanthrope, so it’s you I’ll hire

MARTIN The name’s Martin, sir, and I’m no liar
Bitter to the full, but honest to the core
A decent conversationalist, and what’s more,
I’m versed in a scathing philosophy

CANDIDE Then from me, Martin, you’ll get the Third Degree
Want to know, first, where I plan us to go?

MARTIN Yep

CANDIDE On that ship there to the port of Bordeaux!

ACTOR Chapter 20 What happened to Candide and Martin at Sea

MARTIN Over me, Candide, you’re much advantaged ( sailing on a boat )
You’re still rich, which I’ve not managed
Yet you’ve still to learn evil’s vast scope

CANDIDE Then prove to me, Martin, that I’m a dope
And you’d better not say the devil’s in you

MARTIN That’s something no man will ever eschew
Show me a town not wishing the ruin
Of the town next door, and very soon
Or the death of a nearby family
By a family next door—now how can this be?
The powerful, by the weak, are ever loathed—
Yet the weak still cower while their flesh is sold,
Which is done by the mighty and the rich
Meanwhile, soldiers in the millions itch
For war so they can murder other men
And when the slaughter’s over, they’re told one again,
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“You have done the world’s only honest work!”
But don’t think peace-lovers aren’t equally berserk
I’ve been in places where the arts do flourish
And it’s upon envy those freaks are nourished
They’re cruel, and with worry afflicted
Tell me, to what are all artists addicted?
To they’re own secret narcissistic grief

CANDIDE Um, that’s a kinda scary belief
Yet good in this world, there simply must be

MARTIN If so, it’s never appeared to me ( sound of a cannon )

CANDIDE Martin, there’s a cannon off our port bow
Two ships are at war

MARTIN I’ll say, and how
One of them’s French, the other Dutch
Want to stay topside?

CANDIDE Yep, very much
Look! The French blew a hole in that Dutch ship
It’s sinking below with the hole it did rip
Down the ship goes

MARTIN       With a hundred on deck
They’re starting to pray—the water’s to their neck!
The boat continues leaking
The praying men go on shrieking       ( pause )
They’re gone. All the men killed. All drowned

CANDIDE Martin—there—look, see what I’ve found!
Swimming toward us, it’s a red sheep
One from my flock, bobbing in the deep
My lamb was on that boat, oh, I’ll make rescue
Such joy I feel for you now—you pretty ewe!
Ha! See! That Vanderdendur’s been repaid
With a fitting fate he could not evade
Crime, my friend Martin, sometimes gets its due

MARTIN But innocent men were also part of that crew
They’d like another fate, if they had their druthers
God punished the thief, the devil drown the others
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ACTOR Chapter 21 Candide and Martin approach the coast
     of France and argue

MARTIN Candide, there’s France, I know that coast

CANDIDE Been there before? Whaddya like most?

MARTIN Nothing. Of the provinces I’ve traversed
It’s hard to tell which is the worst
The French all talk twaddle and utter nonsense
France is a land of peevish pretense

CANDIDE That mustn’t be true of the gay Paris    ( pronounce Par-ee )

MARTIN Oh, there they think chaos will set them free
At loving, that town is completely fanatical

CANDIDE For a German that really very problematical
But we’re going to Venice so our stay will be short
Things will be wonderful in Paris, old sport

MARTIN Son, why do you always look for the best?

CANDIDE Now why did I pick a companion depressed?

MARTIN Folly

CANDIDE Then you tell me why the world was formed

MARTIN To infuriate us: that’s it, unadorned

CANDIDE You think in man there is wholly no good?

MARTIN Finally, kid, I think you’ve understood!
Man is cowardly, flighty, gluttonous
Drunken, grasping, envious
Every man is a traitor and cheat
A liar, a drunkard and backbiting freak
Men are such weaklings and so fanatical
But worst of all, completely hypocritical

CANDIDE And it’s been so, you say, since time’s begun?

MARTIN Haven’t hawks always have eaten the little pigeon?
If the nature of a bird cannot change
Why, for man, would it be so strange?
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CANDIDE I’ll tell you why, Martin, and it gives me a thrill
Because man has something called Free Will

MARTIN Come on. You joke

CANDIDE In a word: no

MARTIN You’ve so much to learn, kid. Here’s France. Let’s go

ACTOR Chapter 22 What happened to Candide and Martin in France

MARCHIONESS So tell me, young boy, what brought you here?

CANDIDE We went to a show, where a man did appear
Who invited me to this tinseled abode
He said in one night that I’d be showed
As much of gay life in your fine city
As if I’d lived here a year or two or three

MARCHIONESS Come, young lad, and sit on my divan
Ou, aren’t you are a fetching, little man
What do you think of Paris so far?

CANDIDE It’s a sociable land and the people are
Witty and charming, ready to delight

MARCHIONESS Especially . . . at night
You’re so young and fresh and tender
Isn’t there a girl you’ve given surrender?
Who’s gotten your love? Or are you a monk?

CANDIDE Well, to Miss Cunegonde, who makes me love-drunk
It all began when her handkerchief dropped
Since then, my love for her hasn’t stopped

MARCHIONESS You should say there was once a girl in your past
But at seeing me, your love couldn’t last
When her hankie fell, you were her martyr
Now you’ll be mine as I drop my garter
Can you get it, son? And put it on, please?

CANDIDE Yes, mam  ( he slides it up her leg )

MARCHIONESS Further! High up! Up, way past the knees!
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CANDIDE That appears to be a pretty good fit ( she holds his hand in her crotch )

MARCHIONESS It feels good too! Ohhhh, how I love it!
A marchioness of my lofty bearing
Usually waits before she goes swearing
Her love. But I give you mine on our first night    ( seeing his booty )
Might I have those gems on your hand?

CANDIDE   Alright

MARCHIONESS Two diamonds! And look at their size!
If you’re confused in bed, kid, improvise!                  ( exits )

MARTIN ( appearing ) I know you were trying to be polite
But don’t accept another courtesan invite!

CANDIDE You said to obey the customs of France

MARTIN That doesn’t mean letting them into your pants!

CANDIDE Fine! For my foolish infidelity
I’ll ask Miss Cunegonde’s deep sympathy
When we get to Venice
I will ask her forgiveness

MARTIN Okay! Now how many gems do you have left?

CANDIDE Just these two bags

MARTIN Hide them. See, theft
Is another illicit occupation
Of this libertine, lewd and wine-guzzling nation ( blasting whistle blows )
Stop! Coming toward us . . . a French Gendarme

GENDARME Monsieurs! Halt! Or you’ll come to great harm!
But first let me give you a little kiss          ( kiss both cheeks )

MARTIN Officer, tell us, what is amiss?

GENDARME You went to the theatre last night, did you not?

MARTIN Yes, but as usual, didn’t like it a lot

GENDARME Great. Everybody’s a critic!

MARTIN Why did you stop us, please be specific
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GENDARME For bulging pockets. Clean them out!
Jewels! Gold! Now you’ll do without
Off you both go, to the dungeon

CANDIDE Is it wrong to have riches fairly won?

GENDARME In France we live in a Socialist state
We’ll spread ’round your booty, you reprobate

CANDIDE Martin, these people I cannot endure
Who can fathom their left-wing manure?
I go to prison for being too rich?

MARTIN Quiet, Candide. Let me make him a pitch
( to cop ) Judicial proceedings we’d like to forgo
See these diamonds, here?—that’s three in a row
Why should they go to the public pot?
In your possession they’d buy a nice. . . yacht
Or house. Or anything you desired

GENDARME For accepting bribes I’d not only be fired
But taken straight to the guillotine!
( quietly )  Honestly, sir, you wouldn’t come clean?

MARTIN Never          ( gives diamonds )

GENDARME       Please proceed to your destination!
Your detention has been a small aberration
But before I wish you an au revoir
I advise you run as fast and as far
As you possibly can

MARTIN For where?

GENDARME Normandy
For other Gendarme have heard, believe me,
Of the riches bulging there in your pocket

MARTIN Your advice, monsieur, I shall not knock it
Au revoir

GENDARME Au revoir!

CANDIDE But Venice from Normandy, Martin, is far
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MARTIN There’s a vessel now at Normandy’s pier
Sailing to Venice so—quick—let’s leave here
And from now on, will you listen to me?

CANDIDE Starting right now

MARTIN     Good. Allons-y!

ACTOR Chapter 23 Candide and Martin reach the coast of England;
     and what they saw there

MARTIN We’re aboard our fair ship and far from France
And now stopping briefly—just by chance—
At a dock along the cold English coast

CANDIDE Know much of the English?

MARTIN Yes, they’re morose
And melancholic in the extreme     ( a scream is heard )

CANDIDE Now what’s that I hear?

MARTIN             A horrible scream
Hurry off ship, there’s someone needs our help ( finding a man tied up )

GUARD Shut up, fatty, or you’ll get another welp
And I’ll put this bullet right through your brain

MARTIN Excuse me, sir, I don’t like to complain
But we heard a cry from one in distress
Is that the case?

GUARD  Someone screaming, yes
But nothing can save this fat admiral

MARTIN No? What’s he done?

GUARD Nothing admirable!
England and France are at war, you know,
For Canadian land, and he was to bestow
A deadly thump in his latest sea fight
Against the French—but he showed no might
Fatty, listen: an enemy is to kill
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MARTIN Did he lose the fight?

GUARD No! But he didn’t fulfill
His sacred maritime obligation

MARTIN Could I get a further explanation?

GUARD The battle’s outcome doesn’t matter a lot
But he kept his boat far from enemy shot

MARTIN His vessel didn’t get close enough?
But aren’t the French guilty of the same stuff?
Their boat would have been just as far away

GUARD No matter!  ( to admiral )  Last chance, fatty, to pray ( then to Martin )
He’ll be an example to make men fight
Close your eyes jumbo and out goes the light ( blows his brains out )
You won’t, again, be bothered by his scream
In war, there are times, when you take one for the team

CANDIDE ( deeply moved )   I’ll never again set foot on this shore
Senseless killing . . . Martin, please implore
Our captain now to ready his vessel

MARTIN It’s deep emotions with which you wrestle
Here he comes

CAPTAIN ( arriving ) We’re set to sail, Italy bound
The plan is to go all the way around
That big rock—you know—Spanish Gibralter
Then on to Italy

CANDIDE Please do not falter
For I must see my dear Cunegonde again
And my good servant, Cacambo, my frien’
Finally, Martin—finally all goes well now
Don’t you think so?

MARTIN I don’t possibly see how
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ACTOR Chapter 24 Paguette and Friar Giroflée

MARTIN It seems you’re ready to end you illusion
And cease this stubborn love of confusion
You’ve been in Venice now for all of three months
Searching for Cunegonde—in cafes, on punts,
Along canals, bridges—when will your search end?

CANDIDE Now, Martin. She’s not here. So in grief I descend

MARTIN I warned you, Cacambo would take your jewels
See, everyone plays by humanity’s rules
All motives are selfish and stupidly base
And that’s how it is for human race

CANDIDE No! Look at those two: smiling—she’s singing           ( Paquette and Friar )
It’s love, to each other, they’re clearly bringing

MARTIN I’ll bet they’re as miserable as all the rest

CANDIDE Let’s bet and put your theory to the test
I’ll ask them to dinner and we’ll discover
If those two are happy—she and her lover

MARTIN Alright, Candide—it’s a wager, a bet
And just one more thing that you’ll soon regret          ( a feast rolls out )

FRIAR How splendid you asked us to your hotel
Partridges, caviar: isn’t this swell!
And five different wines for us to drink?
M’lady’s blushing! See, her cheeks turn pink
Wait, wait—oh, my—now her eye has a tear

CANDIDE You don’t like dinner? What is it, my dear?

PAQUETTE Wha . . ? You don’t know? Candide, it’s Paquette
Your servant girl

CANDIDE      God . . . how could I forget?

PAQUETTE I served in the castle for the Barroness
Candide was her cousin

CANDIDE   Oh, yes, yes, yes!
Twas you who put Pangloss in his blistering state
With your bushy dalliance
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PAQUETTE Hey, I was jail bait!
They shouldn’t get fresh, those old professors
Or they’ll all end up with abdominal sores

CANDIDE His bout with syphilis nearly did him in

PAQUETTE Don’t blame me: I went to church to admit a sin
And my confessor seduced me with carbuncles
Saying I should treat him like one of my uncles
Then that priest, to me, put on slithering moves
Gosh, no kid knows how much there is to lose

CANDIDE But tell me, Paquette, how did you get here?

PAQUETTE There’s a tale without any cheer . . .
After our castle was fiercely destroyed
I was left in the cold and unemployed
So a famous doctor, on me, took pity
And saved me because he said I looked pretty
He made me his mistress and servant as well
But his wife found out and—boy—she gave me hell
She beat me daily, with total fury
Which caused that doctor a lot of worry
Then one day when his wife caught a cold
He mixed her some drugs and she was told
To drink that stinky, poison concoction
So she died in an awful, bloody convulsion
The police came to put the doctor in jail
But they also grabbed me so I was nailed
I went to prison but the judge gave a wink
And said that he’d let me out of the clink
If I’d be his lover in doctor’s place
But two months later I was replaced
By another jailbird and kicked to the curb
Let me tell ya, Candide: street ain’t superb
I came to Venice to be a streetwalker,
To get men to pay and be a sweet-talker
To caress old gondoliers and slimy monks,
Lawyers by the score, and disgusting drunks
Now I have to borrow a tattered petticoat
So a bully can lift it in some remote
Burned out hole, or alley or dump
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But you always get a nice pat on the rump
When they’re done and they’ve finished the nasty
Since Westphalia, I’ve been a patsy
For any man who comes by with some coin
For me, now, life is all about the groin
( pause ) And how have your fared since leaving our land?

MARTIN I think the time’s come to hold out my hand
You sure see that I’ve won our bet

CANDIDE You haven’t, Martin—you haven’t, not yet
 ( to Paquette )  In the park, I saw you, you looked so gay

PAQUETTE Then you should have come round there yesterday
When I was robbed and beaten by a cop
Look, no man who has money’s gonna stop
And hire me if I’m looking sour
Y’gotta be chippy when you work by the hour
That’s what appealed to this bulging monk

CANDIDE That can’t be true, father?

FRIAR It is. Slam dunk

MARTIN Bet’s over, come on, you must admit

CANDIDE It’s not, I’m only finished with Paquette!
Father, you radiate joy far and wide
With this pleasing girl here by your side
You must be happy, you don’t even pay rent
Everything you get is heaven-sent

FRIAR Give me a break, puh-leeze!
You know what it’s like to live on your knees?
I pray my monastery burns to the ground
Because no one’s more repulsive to be around
Than monks. I was forced into this robe I detest
At the age of fifteen—but would have been best
To have me strung up and hanged instead
Every day it’s 10,000 prayers for the dead!
I go home to those dormitory walls
And want to bang against them till off my head falls
My brothers all feel the same. So we buy tarts

MARTIN Pay up, Candide, and prove you’ve got smarts
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CANDIDE Martin, my friend, I will pay my bet
But I shan’t give up—or at least, not yet
I’ve got it. We’ll visit that big Senator
“Pococurante.” It’s well known, even lore,      ( Poh – coh – cure – ahnt )
That he’s a man who’s never known grief
We’ll go to his palace to end your belief
That there’s no happiness for all mankind

MARTIN To meet someone so rare, I wouldn’t mind

ACTOR Chapter 25 Visit to the noble Venetian, Lord Pococurante
( Poh – coh – cure – ahnt )

CANDIDE The girl who just served my chocolate
I must say, sir, that I like her a lot

SENATOR Right. Ladies in this town can get on my nerves ( snooty high-class accent )

I speak of the rich ones, who wear all the furs
Their quarrels, their pride, their bourgeois folly
They want sonnets written daily. Listen, by golly,
Rich women are jealous so often, instead,
I’d rather take these servant girls to my bed

MARTIN I guess being senator has perks galore

SENATOR But in the end, kid, it’s all a bore

CANDIDE Oh, I like that there—that picture—it’s swell

SENATOR You like that one? It’s called a Raphael
I bought it last year. Now it gives no joy
See, the color’s gone dark, and look—oh, boy—
There. True nature’s given short shrift
Low-grade artist. But it’s something I can regift

CANDIDE Oh, I love the orchestra playing down the hall

SENATOR Oh? You love the sound of a caterwaul?
That’s a showy display of ability
That’s not music—no, boy—listen to me
Because a piece is difficult to play
Does not mean it’s good. No, no way
In music and opera—and, yes—the theatre
Short, simple plays are all we should endure
( to audience )   Right?
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MARTIN Senator, excellent point
Thank you for letting us come to anoint
This innocent lad in the world’s true ways

SENATOR Here’s my library. You know, I’ve been praised
For having an incredible collection

CANDIDE Is that—? Homer! Yes, upon reflection,
Pangloss, that great thinker from Germany,
Found delight in his writing above all and any

SENATOR Yes? He likes endless repetition?
The battles of gods and the stupid position
Of Helen, whom they all say caused that war?
I mean, why die for her? Come on, what for?
Troy’s always besieged but never taken
That book’s all crap—just sizzle, no bacon

MARTIN And your view of the Latin’s literary sense?

SENATOR Cicero, Virgil, Horace: idiotically dense
But here’s what I really can’t stand, kid: plays
I got 3,000 up there—and in a thousand days
If I read them all, I wouldn’t find thirty worth a look
Playwriting? Moronic gobbledygook

CANDIDE Your thoughts on Milton? The great English poet?

SENATOR A phony-baloney and doncha know it
Look, kid, I’m important, so what I think, I say
But if you don’t agree with me, really, really, it’s okay
Ciao                 ( exits )

CANDIDE How brilliant is this Pococurante!
Aren’t superior men always this blunt?
Now there’s a man who’s truly happy

MARTIN Why? Because he finds life totally crappy?

CANDIDE No! Because he’s superior to all he possesses

MARTIN Here, my boy, is what he really professes:
Disgust for what he does and all he owns

CANDIDE That’s his pleasure, then, suffering groans
His tastes are so completely fine
That those with poor taste he must undermine
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MARTIN So his pleasure, then, is being displeased?
Don’t you see that that’s mentally diseased
Our bet?

CANDIDE I’ll pay . . . but I’m not yet in despair
I’ll find Cunegone if I have to look everywhere
I’ll do that for what I still have is hope
You won’t ever see this face frown or mope

MARTIN Too often I’ve seen hope convert to grief
Here’s the moral, Candide: all happiness is brief

ACTOR Chapter 26 How Candide and Martin supped with six
Strangers and who they were

MARTIN Okay, so now another month’s gone by
And you no longer mope—you outright cry
For nowhere in Venice can you discover
The girl you want to be your lover
So what I recommend is drink and food
Sit at this table. There’s six here—in a good mood
I’ll go ask the chef if he has some quail ( steps away )

CACAMBO ( approaches, whispers )  Lord, shortly follow me and do not fail

CANDIDE Cacambo? My friend! You’re here, let’s embrace!
And where is Cunegonde? Oh, let me see her face

CACAMBO ( whispers ) In Constantinople, that’s where she lives

CANDIDE Stop it, you kidder! Come on, tell me, what gives?

CACAMBO Keep quiet now! I’m here as a servant
My master’s over there and very observant

CANDIDE If Cunegonde’s not here, then let’s go for her now!

CACAMBO I can’t, Candide, my new lord needs his chow
See, on my trip I was caught and made a slave
It was either that or a watery grave
Then I was sent to Cunegonde’s overseer
Which brought an end to a terrible year
But we might escape when the dinner’s done
Ah! My king over there needs another bun
Coming, sir!  ( to Candide )  Dine here and wait in readiness         ( exits )
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MARTIN ( returning )  Know who’s at our table? You’ll never guess!
Our companions before us are six real kings
It’s funny, you know, what life sometimes brings
Men, will you tell this boy whom he’s dining with?

ACHMET There’s not one of us here who’s a Jones or a Smith!   ( laughter )
I’m a Sultan, called Achmet the Third
Most of my family had a head severed
By other family members in our humble tribe
I live in a seraglio and am here to imbibe
In wine and food at the Carnival of Venice!          ( cheers )

IVAN I am called Ivan, his equal in this
I, too, was royal: an emperor’s line
But my kin were killed before I was nine
So they keep me in jail but for once a year
When I’m sent to celebrate Carnival here! ( cheers )

EDWARD I am one of the former English Kings
Charles, by name, and Carnival brings
Endless delight to one who’s dethroned
For all my subjects were burned and stoned
After my scepter was ripped from my hand
And as for Carnival? There’s nothing’s so grand!           ( cheers )

POLE #1 It’s the Polish people I once ruled
My kingdom was taken and I was schooled
On surviving the murder of all your kin
Ohhh, I just can’t wait for Carnival to begin! ( cheers )

POLE #2 With this Polish King I shared a like fate
I even shared his country—Poland was great!
But my kingdom was lost, not once, but twice
Believe me, this Carnival? Ain’t nothin’ so nice!  ( cheers )

CORSICAN The land of Corsica was my domain
My story, as theirs, is much the same
Once everyone knew me as Majesty
Before I was shackled—now my only glee
Is Carnival time in the city of canals
When I get to call these kingly losers my pals!  ( whooping, cheering )
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CANDIDE Does every ruler have a tale of such woe?
I’m lowly born and I’ll tell you that though
My bloodline is far from regal
The fortune I hold is wholly legal
In prisons and pens you all languish
Please take my gems to ease your anguish ( puts bag on table )

KING You’ll give us one-hundred times the riches
As’re owned by us bunch of kingly bitches?

KING(S) Who is this man? Where is he from?
To the Carnival with us!

KINGS   Come! Come! Come!

CANDIDE No! Take my diamonds and take this opal
I am now leaving for Constantinople
But I’m buying this slave who once served me, too
Did I think he’d come back? No. I knew

KINGS Awwww

ACTOR Chapter 27 The Voyage to Constantinople

MARTIN Candide, your goodness outsizes your birth

CANDIDE Tell me, Martin, what are stones really worth?
My true treasure is the girl of my dreams
And now all is well

MARTIN      Yah, so it seems

CACAMBO ( approaching ) My Lord!

CANDIDE Cacambo, the perfect valet!

CACAMBO Here’s our boat, lord, let’s get on our way

MARTIN I’ll go down to check accommodations
We paid a lot for these reservations     ( exits )

CANDIDE Great! Now, my questions for you are endless
Does Cunegonde still love me?

CACAMBO Oh. Yes. Yes. Yes
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CANDIDE And is my girl still the marvel of beauty?

CACAMBO Serving you, lord, is my singular duty

CANDIDE And is it a palace in which she resides?
I’ll put my hands on her curvy sides
And squeeze

CACAMBO Lord, the time has come to set straight

CANDIDE You’re pausing. That carries a certain weight

CACAMBO See . . . Cunegonde’s become the slave of a Turk
And that guy is truly an incredible jerk
She washes his dishes at every meal
She’s only his maid now

CANDIDE Well . . . no big deal
I’ve got money here for to make rescue

CACAMBO Good, my lord—great—but before you do
I have a tad more information . . .

CANDIDE I really don’t like your hesitation

CACAMBO  . . . She’s ugly! Ugly! Ugly as sin!
My god she’s ugly—and so far from thin
Men yell at her—dog!—when she passes by

CANDIDE Well . . . I’m good and my principals still apply:
Even if Cunegonde looked like a beast,
To me, it wouldn’t matter in the very least

CACAMBO Who couldn’t love you? A guy old school

CANDIDE Will you go downstairs for food? Here, use this jewel

CACAMBO You rock ( leaves )

CANDIDE     And need to walk. Look at these filthy knaves
Rowing our boat. All wretched, disfigured slaves
Their mugs are horrid—ghastly and gross
Wait. Wait. What’s this? I see . . ? Is it a ghost?

PANGLOSS Heave, ho, heave, ho—
To spare the lash you row, row, row
Please, please, don’t hit me, master
See my oar? I’m rowing faster
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CANDIDE Pangloss!

PANGLOSS No, boss!
Don’t whip me, sir, with your pizzle again!

CANDIDE I’m not your captain, I’m your long, lost frien’!

PANGLOSS This must be a joke? The young Candide?

CANDIDE My learned master: I am, indeed!
You’re alive and rowing a galley boat?

PANGLOSS See, all’s for the best! Remember that quote?

CANDIDE And beside you here? Do I trust my eyes?
Cunegonde’s brother? Now how did you rise
From the dead? With my own hands, you were slain

REV FATHER But your sword, Candide, didn’t touch a major vein
I lived!

CAPTAIN Christian dog, what’s going on here?
Our boat’s not moving, I’m trying to steer

CANDIDE You’ve capture a Baron and a metaphysician
How much to free them?

CAPTAIN   They’re men of position?
Then fifty-thousand—that’s my price

CANDIDE These gems are worth twice that—like them?

CAPTAIN     Nice!
You’re free

PANGLOSS My pupil’s now my liberator!   ( he weeps )

REV FATHER The money you paid, I’ll quickly restore

CANDIDE To repay me, neither of you shall bother
For you’re my kin and you’re like a father

PANGLOSS ( weeping )  Aup!

CANDIDE So let’s all go to the Turkish coast
To get Cunegonde, for what I want most
Is to pool the souls affecting my life
And be together as I make her my wife
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PANGLOSS I’m feeling a certain philosophical mania!
Where are we going?

CANDIDE To a prince of Transylvania!

ACTOR Chapter 28 What happened to Candide, to Cunegonde,
to Pangloss, to Martin, etc.

CANDIDE Father, I must ask your pardon once more
For causing that awful blood and gore
By thrusting my sword so deep in your side

REV FATHER Cousin, forget it

CANDIDE  But you nearly died

REV FATHER Fortunately, an apothecary
—A college brother living close to me—
Took up my carcass and healed that cut

CANDIDE But how’d you come here, by whom or by what?

REV FATHER Okay. So I asked for Roman permission
To leave my southern New World mission
To Constantinople they told me to go
To give alms to the poor, and thereby to sew
Good will and cheer among the Muslim tribe
But what the Church didn’t circumscribe
Was conduct fit for collar-wearing men

CANDIDE Okay? So what happened then?

REV FATHER A week into my philanthropic mission
I got into an awkward position
With a comely boy, a Sultan’s page
Who was—okay—about half my age
See, the day was hot and he wanted to bathe
And I didn’t know I shouldn’t behave
As the natives do. So I followed local custom
And swam with that spry Mahometan
Then, I learned, in almost no time,
That I’d committed an Islamic crime
See, Muslims and Christians can’t together be bare
So a Mullah condemned me, saying with a glare:
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“A hundred strokes upon his feet!”
Then into a galley they gave me a seat
On the rowing aisle and let me pull oars!
I wanted to say: “Hey, Mullah, up yours!”
Still I leaned that priests should never cavort ( crosses near Cacambo )
With Islamic boys. Or boys of any sort. ( Cacambo inches away )

CANDIDE Huh. Master?

PANGLOSS        Now my tale: first I was to hang, then to burn
But it was raining so their big concern
Was the wood they’d piled high for my pyre wouldn’t light
So I wasn’t burnt, for they thought hanging might
Be sufficient to send my soul to hell
But the rope round my neck wasn’t tied very well
So when I dropped, the wet knot didn’t bind
And I hung there, still breathing—hey, I didn’t mind
But then I passed out for it’d been a long day
Remember we both had that auto-da-fé ?
So a surgeon took my body to be dissected
But by that doctor I wasn’t well inspected
He laid my carcass on the carving table
And made an incision from my chin to my navel
My guts hung out, and I awoke and screamed, “Yike!”
Can you imagine what that felt like?
The doctor was stunned, then he pushed in my guts
Sewed me back up, for he thought he’d gone nuts
Then he nursed me back to health with his care
And tried to help me get a job— but none anywhere
The only work around was in shipping trade,
—Which is really beneath me, and not well paid—
Anyway, I booked work on a ship to Constantinople
When I got there I went out looking for a pupil ( eerie  Islamic music )
Down winding streets I soon found myself lost
And entered a weird, mysterious mosque
I saw a capped and bearded Imam in there
With a pretty your girl reciting a prayer . . .
Her bosom, I then saw, was uncovered!
I walked a bit closer and then I discovered
Between her breasts she held bunches of flowers
Tulips and roses—which, they say, empowers
The faithful while they continue to pray
Flowers slipped from her breasts so without delay
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I returned them with respectful haste
But it took a long time for me to get them well placed
So! The Imam got angry and called for help
They found I was a pagan and gave me a whelp
And a hundred strokes on the souls of my feet
I was sentenced, with the Baron, to a rowing seat
On that galley. Since then, son, I’ve been a slave

CANDIDE Recall the wisdom, to me, you once gave?
That all’s for the best—how can that still hold?

PANGLOSS It does! You know what’s yet for us to unfold?
I still embrace being fate’s firm minion
And hold fast to my philosophical opinion

CANDIDE Then you won’t recant?

PANGLOSS Haven’t. Won’t. Shan’t

ACTOR Chapter 29 How Candide found Cunegonde and the old woman again

CACAMBO It’s time to halt our discussions of the mind
For our ship’s arrived and on shore you’ll find
The house of a prince of Transylvanian stock
And our two women—who are part of his flock

REV FATHER Nooo. What’s become of my enchanting sister?
She looks like a wretch, her face is a-blister
She’s wrinkled and toothless—no charm to her step
In short she’s a hag. Right, cousin?

CANDIDE  Yep
( an fat and toothless, witch-haired Cunegonde appears )

CUNEGON Lover! Oh, Candide! Is that your sweet face?
Take me in your arms for your strongest embrace!
And can it be—? Brother! And my learned master!

CANDIDE I shall save you, ladies, from present disaster
I’m buying you both with these jewels in hand

CUNEGON Great! Then you’ll do what you always planned
Kiss this sweet face and forevermore!

CANDIDE After what we’ve been through, wouldn’t that be a bore?
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CUNEGON You’re jesting, right? Candide? Tell me this a joke?
Or aren’t you noble?

CUNEGON I am. Harness the marriage yoke
And push in the bridle till my dying day

PANGLOSS Best of all worlds always ends this way!

OLD WOMAN After you’ve paid for our freedom long-sought
There’s a farm nearby, and that might be bought
For until we all find a better fate
The life of a farmer—hey—could be great

CANDIDE Good plan, old woman, I shall take up the hoe
I didn’t mean you, Cunegonde

CUNEGON I know

REV FATHER Now stop it, Candide, stop it right there
You can’t marry my beauti—  My sister, fair

CUNEGON With tears, brother, I ask you this allow

REV FATHER He’s common. You’re a noble German frau

CANDIDE You madman! I rescued you as a slave
And paid your ransom with the loot I gave
Your sister is so incredibly ugly
Yet I consented she could still marry me
If I were now to listen to my wrath
I’d kill you again in a vicious bloodbath

REV FATHER Cousin, you got dung in your ears
Get pistols, get swords, get a half-dozen spears
I don’t give a fart if I should survive
You will not wed this girl while I am alive

OLD WOMAN Chapter 30 Conclusion

OLD WOMAN Can you believe the journey we’ve been through?
We’ve traveled the world and all did pursue
A faithful telling of this masterpiece
But the time has come for our story to cease

ACTOR It’s the end of the road, the final chapter
Will it end in tears? Or loads of laughter?
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ACTOR It’s chapter thirty, the most dense by far
We travel to a farm—which is a little bizarre—
That Candide did buy with the last of his jewels

CANDIDE I hated to wed but virtue has rules
And I had made a holy, sacred vow
So I wed Cunegonde, who was horrid

PANGLOSS And how
He wedded her for a thesis I inked
Claimed their marriage just: I kept it succinct
All came to her wedding but not her old bro

REV FATHER They put me in shackles, I had to eat crow
Then they forced me on to the same galley where
Just weeks before I was rowing—from there
For they ordered my ship to the Papal Home
And I finished my life as a Cardinal in Rome

CACAMBO Cacambo continued to serve Candide
In the farm that he bought, pulling weed after weed
Hauling food to markets to sell by the crate
It was a dreary life and I cursed my fate

PANGLOSS Pangloss, always unbearably jolly,
Fell into despair and melancholy
I should have been a scholar of worldly note
For collegial Germania who would promote
My truly great and profound theses ( pause )
But I never again wrote one of these

CUNEGON Cunegonde grew more ugly each day
A harpy, and shrewish—and total dismay
Filled every moment of her dreadful life
Hey! You think it’s a picnic, being a farmer’s wife?

OLD WOMAN The Old Woman didn’t fare much better
Her body broke down, she became a bed-wetter
I cursed my suggestion to buy that farm
I was once a princess! I once had such charm

PANGLOSS Will you pipe down and stop the complaint?
We’re all woebegone—show some restraint
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WOMAN Alright, genius, I got a question for you
Say which is worse, that’s what you’ll do:
To endure the miseries through which we’ve passed,
Or is this worse, I save this for last:
To remain here, bored, doing nothing

CANDIDE ( long pause ) Great question

MARTIN Why, to folly, do you all cling
Martin told you his perfect andsage advice
That no one is happy, they’re not even nice
Except when they’re trying to steal from you
Me? I stayed on the farm, didn’t say adieu
Oh, here’s more wisdom I’d like to share:
People are equally unhappy everywhere
They live in two opposing states
And no one’s ever escaped these fates
On one hand, they’re in convulsions of distress
On the other—where they’re equally a mess—
They exist in a lethargy of noxious boredom

CANDIDE Martin, to that belief I shall not succumb
Your theories on life are too pessimistic
I’m not saying I’m still optimistic
But what I think now . . . I can’t fit into words

PANGLOSS A confession from Pangloss: it’s for the birds!
My philosophy saying that all’s for the best
I never believed it—never—okay, I’ve confessed
I’ve always suffered most horribly
And hoped it was true, but it was not meant to be

CANDIDE After a moment of brief assessing
I find your confession incredibly depressing

ACTOR To their farm, one day, a couple arrived
Paquette and Friar Giroflee: They survived!

FRIAR I’ve been everywhere and can’t find work
I’ve abandoned the cloth and even turned Turk
All we need is some comfort and aid
I’ll be your house boy, she’ll be your maid

PAQUETTE Please. We starving. Our misery’s extreme
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PANGLOSS Don’t give her anything, not even a bean!
Remember this face, little cutie pie?
Because of your cooter, I lost an eye
And the end of my nose, and look at this ear
Best of all worlds!

CANDIDE Now, Pangloss, see here!
Of course they can stay on the farm we’ve got
But promise no whoring—and wipe that snot
From your pock-marked face. Then get a spade

PAQUETTE The woes of life for a kid can cascade

CANDIDE Now we’re assembled, I have a wish
To visit our neighbor, that Whirling Dervish
In Turkey, he’s called their greatest thinker by far
Sort of their philosophical rock star
Let’s go!

PANGLOSS We’re a his door, I’ll give a knock    ( knocks )
It’s opening, see? He turned the lock

DERVISH Yes?       ( a pygmy man answers )

PANGLOSS    Great one, we’ve come with a question
Hoping the answer’s in your possession
The strangest animal of all is called Man
But why was he made? Was there a Grand Plan?

DERVISH What’s it to you? Think it’s your business?

CANDIDE Sir, of worldly evil we know there’s excess

DERVISH What’s it matter if there’s evil or good?
When a king sends off a ship, tell me should
He worry about the comfort of the rats onboard?
Or should the rats, and passengers, be ignored?

PANGLOSS Fine, Dervish Man: then tell us what should we do?

DERVISH Close your pie hole. And your big mouth, too ( door slam )

PANGLOSS Well! In my very face, he slammed the door!
Hey, y’ever hear of collegial rapport?
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ACTOR Then travelling home, they heard some harsh news
Some Turkish officials had suffered abuse
A group was strangled, others impaled
More government clerks were harassed and assailed
Then passing a farm, they saw an old man

PANGLOSS Stranger, there’s something we can’t understan’
There’s word that state officials were strangled
A few notaries were whipped, others mangled
By any small chance have you heard of their names?

OLD MAN Officials been killed? I’ve not heard these claims

PANGLOSS Yes, they worked for the Turkish government

OLD MAN Oh. Of things political, I’m ignorant
I’ve not known the name of a single one
If they were killed, guess it had to be done
See, of matters of state, I never inquire
Because meddling can often bring results dire

PANGLOSS But don’t you care about what’s going on?

OLD MAN Only in my garden, starting at dawn
Working all these crops that I cultivate
Here, try a fig. Whacha think?

CANDIDE ( eating ) It’s great

OLD MAN Come into my home and have a meal
I’ve got sherbet, limes, candied citron peel,
Oranges, pistachios, pineapples, lemons
And mocha coffee. You like some?

CANDIDE   Oh, heavens
You must have a magnificent estate

OLD MAN Just twenty acres. Here, have a date             ( hands to Candide )
I’ve four children and we cultivate the land
And live humbly here—see, nothing is grand
Except in our garden where we take most pride

PANGLOSS But of what philosophy do you abide?
Even a gardener must have one of those
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OLD MAN Philosophy? Oh. Pull the weeds, prune the rose
Plant and harvest without delay
For hard work keeps three evils at bay

PANGLOSS Three? What are they?

OLD MAN          Oh, I’m sure everyone’s agreed
The worst three evils are boredom, vice and need

CANDIDE Need is an evil?

OLD MAN The most dreaded of all!
Now I’ve got work to do

CANDIDE Sir, can we call
If we pass this way on our travels again?

OLD MAN If I’m not my garden, my fine young frien’ ( leaves )

CANDIDE That old man chose a sober existence
Relying only on his own subsistence
That teaches me what I most need to know
Come: it’s time to make our own garden grow
And spend our time in cultivation
Let’s return home without hesitation

ACTOR The whole fraternity accepted this plan
And found it fitting, both woman and man
Then that farm began to sprout and yield well
By using those talents that inwardly dwell

PAQUETTE As a whore, Paquette no longer loitered
She took up the needle and beautifully embroidered

MARTIN Martin’s occupation was tending cows
Along with chickens and sheep, the goats and the sows

CUNEGON Cunegonde, though ugly, was pastry cook ( holds two big pies

I made beautiful pies—here, take a look!     over her breasts )

WOMAN Linen was the old woman’s new domain
Aw, I’ve done worse. I shouldn’t complain

FRIAR Father Giroflee became a carpenter
A Christian again, and man of honor
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CACAMBO Cacambo sold veggies; it wasn’t much money
But enough to live on. Huh, kinda funny

PANGLOSS Pangloss didn’t often philosophize
For the farm had helped him grow more wise
Though sometimes he said to his fine young friend:
Kid, it’s so hard to tell what in life will portend
Perhaps all events, everywhere, are linked up
And all is for the best, my fine young pup
For if from our castle you’d not been expelled
If the Baron didn’t boot you and loudly yelled
If you’d not been clapped in the Inquisition
Then traveled to that New World mission
If into your cousin you’d not run your sword
Then left Eldorado and got back on board
And traveled to France, then here to this land . . .
Tell me, kid, would life be so grand?
Now eat citrons. And pistachios!
Pineapples, cashews. C’mere, look at those!

CANDIDE From you, professor, I learned quite a bit
But the main thing I learned is . . . I forgit
Let’s just do our work, let’s just till our soil
So we can evade our singular foil
Which we have found is a devil called need
For the only way that we shall succeed
Is through work, and work, and work some more
So on philosophy, can we close the door?
And here end our words, if we may beg your pardon
For the time has come—all of us—to cultivate our garden ( pause )

ACTOR That’s our show, folks, as you might expect
Our cause is the theatre — so tell us the effect
If you like what we’ve done, clap your hands in the air
But if you didn’t like it . . . well, don’t blame us. Blame:

ALL Voltaire!

BLACKOUT
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CANDIDE breakdown of roles for all thirty scenes

Chapter 1

Baron
Candide
Pangloss
Cunegonde
Actor

Chapter 2

Candide
Bulgarian 1
Bulgarian 2
King
Actor

Chapter 3

Woman
Candide
Man
Orator
Wife
Jacques

Chapter 4

Candide
Pangloss
Actor
Jacques

Chapter 5

Jacques
Candide
Pangloss
Actor
Sailor
Inquisitor

Chapter 6

Inquisitor
Jailer
Candide
Pangloss
Actor
Choir
Woman

Chapter 7

Candide
Woman
Cunegonde
Actor

Chapter 8

Candide
Cunegonde
Bulgarian
Captain
Inquisitor
Actor
Woman
Don Issachar

Chapter 9

Don Issachar
Cunegonde
Candide
Woman
Inquisitor
Actor

Chapter 10

Cunegonde
Woman
Candide
General

Chapter 11

Woman
Negro
Castrato
Candide

Chapter 12

Woman
Castrato
Imam
Turk
Doctor

Chapter 13

Sailor
Candide
Don Fernando
Cunegonde
Woman
Shipman

Chapter 14

Woman
Candide
Cacambo
Sergeant
Rev Father

Chapter 15

Rev Father
Priest
Fr Superior
Candide
Cacambo
Actor

Chapter 16

Cacambo
Candide
Oreillon
Actor

Chapter 17

Cacambo
Candide
Actor
Peruvian
Hostess

Chapter 18

Cacambo
Candide
Hostess
Old Man
Actor
King
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Chapter 19

Candide
Cacambo
Negro
Actor
Captain
Vanderdendur
Martin

Chapter 20

Martin
Candide

Chapter 21

Martin
Candide

Chapter 22

Marchioness
Candide
Martin
Gendarme

Chapter 23

Martin
Candide
Guard
Admiral
Captain

Chapter 24

Martin
Candide
Friar
Paquette

Chapter 25

Candide
Senator
Martin

Chapter 26

Martin
Candide
Cacambo
Achmet
Ivan
Edward
Pole #1
Pole #2
Corsican

Chapter 27

Martin
Candide
Cacambo
Pangloss
Rev Father
Captain

Chapter 28

Candide
Rev Father
Pangloss

Chapter 29

Pangloss
Rev Father
Candide
Cunegonde
Woman

Chapter 30

Actors
Candide
Pangloss
Rev Father
Cacambo
Cunegonde
Woman
Martin
Friar
Paquette
Dervish
Old Man


